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Abstract

This thesis examines a vector-valued generalization of the Harper operator on a
graph with a free action of a discrete group, the scalar version of which was de-

fined by Sunada. A spectral approximation result is obtained for the vector Harper

operator (and more generally for a large class of operators) which states that when

the group is amenable, the spectral density function can be approximated by the

average specual density functions of finite approximations to the operator with
arbitrary boundary conditions.

Subject to certain boundedness constraints, when the operator L has elements

in an algebraic number field, a log Hölder+ype estimate can be found for the growth

of the spectral density function at algebraic points on the real line. Further, in this

situation the Fuglede-Kadison determinant of A - À is shown to be positive for

some algebraic À that may be in the spectrum of ,4..

A construction is also provided for vector Harper operators acting on matrix-

valued functions over a Cayley graph of the group in terms of a Busby-Smith twist-

ing pair for the group and the matrix algebra. This is used to construct an example

of a vector Harper operator from an extension of Z2 by the quaternion group Qs.
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Chapter L

Introduction

The primary goal for this work is two-fold: firstly, to take the notion of the Harper

operator or discrete magnetic Laplacian (DI\tr-) over a graph and extend it to act

on vector-valued functions; secondly, to extend to such operators spectral approxi-

mation results enjoyed by their scalar counterparts'

Take X to be a combinatorial graph on which a disc¡ete group I acts freely,

and under which X has a finite fundamental domain 9. Consider,L2 functions on

the vertices of X which take values in a vector space M with a left Hilbert module

structure. The vector Harper oPerator fIo is then an oPerator of the form

(H"f)(x): D "þ)./(t(e)) + t oþ)*'/(o("))
o(e)=r t(e)=a

whe¡e o(e) and t(e) are the origin and terminus of an edge e (with respect to some

choice of orientation) and o is a map from the edges of X to module automor-

phisms of M. The weight function ø is required to be weakly f-invariant in that

there must exist t/(Aut M)-valued functions s? on the vertices of X such that

o (1e) : s"(o (e))o(e)st (t(e))..

The motivating examples are M equal to @ as a module over C and M equal to

the algebra of complex n x n matnces M" (C) regarded as a left regular module; in

each of these cases the algebra of endomorphisms of M is isomorphic to M"(C),
with unitaries t/(AutM) isomorphic to t/(n). When M : C the vector Harper

operator reduces to the scalar Harper operator on a graph. A case of particular

interest is when M is M" (C) and X is a Cayley graph of f . In this situation, vector

Harper operators arise from Busby-Smith twisting pai¡s ([8]) for I and M"(C).
These in tum can be constructed from certain group extensions ofl, such as by the

Clifford finite groups €2¡. A simple illustrative example is constructed ovet Z2 in

section 6.4.1, giving a vector Harper operator ovet M2(C)-valued functions of the

1



CHAPTER I. INTRODUCTION

form

(H f)(a,b) :

f þ,b + 1) + f.(a,b - L)

+l@-1,b) +f(a+1,ö)

Í(o,b+1) + J@,b-I)
- Í(" - L,b)M6-l mod 3) + l@ + 1,b)M6mod B)

2

for b even,

for b odd,

wirh

*:( -0, å), *,:(oo å), *,:('o j,)
Pictorially, it takes a function to the weighted average of its values on neighbouring

grid cells (see Figure I for an example.)

(5,7)

(4,6)

Figure 1.1: A portion of a vector Harper operator on the Cayley graph of Z2

When X is the 22 lattice, the scala¡ Harper operator and the closely related

DML have been studied extensively in mathematical physics, arising as Hamilto-

nians in discrete models for free elecEons in a magnetic field. The DML is the

Hamiltonian in a discrete model for the integer quantum Hall effect (see for exam-

ple t5l). Classically the scalar Harper operator H.,t,az is defined on the Z2lattice
as follows,

(Hor,o,f )(*,n) : I("-n"," f (m * 7,n) + e'ot" f (m - L,n)

+ e-ro"^ r (rn,n * L) + eior^ ¡ (m,n - 7)).

1

(r-Ð

,8)(4

(:Ð
(4,7)(3,7)

I



CHAPTER T. INTRODUCTION

Shubin's paper 132) investigates the spectral properties of a more general DML
involving an additional anisotropic scaling parameter À, relating it to the Almost
Mathieu operator on l2(Z). A Harper operator on the th¡ee dimensional lattice

Z3 is investigated by Bédos in [3], where the weights are defined in terms of the

differences ofthree angles 0t,02, and 93 and the anisotropic scaling is represented

by three scale factors.

The Harper operator on more general graphs was defrned and investigated by

Sunada in [33], and has found application in the study of the fractional quantum

Hall effect in [10], [9] and [25]. The vector Harper operator then has potential ap-

plication in discrete models in quatemionic quantum mechanics (see for example,

[2]) and in higher-dimensional generalizations of the quantum Hall effect such as

described in [3a].
Regarding M as an n complex dimensional vector space, the vector Harper

operator is an example of an operator on .L2 functions Cþ¡ (X, C" ) which is near-

diagonal and weakly f-equivariant. Near-diagonal oPerators A - also called op-

erators of bounded propagation - have components Ar,a e M"(C) which are

zero whenever the distance between the vertices r and y in the simplicial metric is

greater than some constant ø. A weakly l-equivariant operator is one which com-

mutes with a set of twisted translation operators ?1.,, which a¡e translations by 7
twisted by maps ú" : Vert X + U(n). When the group I is amenable, it admits a

Følner sequence of subsets .4.- which form a regular exhaustion of l. These in turn

give an exhaustion X¡a of subgraphs of X. It is shown in chapter 4 that the spectral

density function F of a bounded self-adjoint weakly l-equivariant near-diagonal

operator A can be approximated by the normalized spectral density functions F-
oiflnit" operators A@) onfunctions supported on X^, where the A(^) are re-

strictions of ,4. with arbitrary boundary conditions and fL (À) is defrned to Ue 7h
times the number of eigenvalues counting multiplicity o¡ ¡(rn) that are less than

or equal to À. The strong spect¡al approximation theorem (Theorem 4.3.14) then

states

-lgg4'(À) 
: ]1(À) VÀ € IR"

The point-wise limit lim-*- F- is often called the integrated density of states

(IDS) of ,4.

Stronger statements on the continuity of F can be made when ,4. is further

restricted. When ,4. is defined over the r-dimensional integer lattice (being the

Cayley graph of Z' with respect to the canonical symmetric set of generators), an

argument of Delyon and Souillard shows that the spectral density function of ,4, is

continuous.
Craig and Simon in [11] prove that the Laplacian with a random potential over

the Zr lattice has an IDS that is log Hölder continuous. This provides bounds on

the rate of growth of the IDS F: for any real .R there is a constant Ca such that

lF(ø + e) - -F(r)l < Cn(-loglel)-l for small e and all r 1 R. In our setting we

can obtain a log Hölder type estimate on the growth of trl when the oPerator Á has a

matrix with elements in some algebraic number field, subject to some boundedness

J



CHAPTER J. IIfIRODUCTION

constraints described in section 5.2. This estimate is obtained via an argument of
Farber [19] and is a different approach to that of Craig and Simon; however our

estimate for this class of operatòrs is considerably weaker than thei¡ result. For

those operators satisfying the strong spectral approximation described above, the

algebraic boundedness constraints also allow us to show that the Fuglede-Kadison

determinant of A - À can be positive for some À in the spectrum of ,4'.

These results constitute a generalization of the material in [27] and [26] (in-

cluded here as Appendices A and B) where the Fuglede-Kadison determinant and

spectral density function of the scalar DML were investigated. The results obtained

here in section 5.2 are extensions of those obtained in 127) for the rational scalar

DML, and are based upon an argument of Farber [ 19] . The equality of the spectral

density function and the IDS follows the argument presented in 1261, extended to

vector-valued operators and with arbitrary boundary conditions.

Amenable groups have the algebraic eigerwalue property. Defined in [15] (in-

cluded as Appendix C), a group f enjoys the algebraic eigenvalue propefy if every

A e Mr(Ql) has algebraic eigenvalues when regarded as an oPerator on l2(T)',
where Ql refers to the group algebra of f over the algebraic numbers. It is proved

in t15l that all amenable groups and all gloups in a class € have this property,

where € contains all free groups and is closed under extensions with elementary

amenable quotient and under di¡ected unions. It is conjectured that every discrete

group has this property. The elements of Mr(Ql) conespond to l-equivariant
near-diagonal bounded operators on C-valued .L2 functions on the Cayley graph

of l. More generally one could ask rf weakly f-equivariant near-diagonal bounded

operators also have algebraic eigenvalues when their matrices have algebraic el-

ements. Proposition 4.3.2 states that for amenable l, the eigenvalues of such an

operator A form a subset of the union of the sets of eigenvalues of finite applox-

imations A(-). As a consequence, if the matrix of ,4, has algebraic elements, the

eigenvalues of ,4. must also be algebraic. Ideally one could extend this result to

show a larger class of groups have the algebraic eigenvalue ProPerty for weakly l-
equivariant operators; a different algument would have to be pursued, as the proof

of Proposition 4.3.2 very much relies upon the existence of a regular exhaustion

for l.
A torsion-free group G is said to satisfy the strong Atiyah conjecture (SAC)

over the group algeb ra K G if dimç ker,4. is integral for every A in M 
"(KG). 

Lin-
nell has proved that torsion-free groups G in the class e satisfy the strong Atiyah

conjecture over CG (see [21] andÍ221). Schick in [31, 30] extended this to show

that G satisûes the SAC over @ for G in a larger class D of groups, containing

the residually torsion-free nilpotent and residually torsion-free soluble groups. In

[15] this result is improved further to show that the algebraic group algebra QG
satisfies the SAC for G in D. These results have bearing on the continuiry of the

spectral density function F of a l-equivariant bounded self-adjoint near-diagonal

op".uto.,4.: if I € Ð and the components Ar' of ,4. a¡e matrices overQ, or if
I € €, F can have only a finite number of eigenvalues.

The strong Atiyah conjecture is a sufficient condition for the Atiyah conjecture

4



CHAPTER 1. IIfIRODUCTION

to hold: if G is torsion-free and satisfies SAC, then for a CW-complex X with

a free cocompact action of G, the (,zBetti numbers of X are integers. The strong

Atiyah conjecture for KG also implies the zero-divisor conjecture (ZDC) holds for
KG: that the group algebra KG contains no non-trivial zero-divisors. It can also

be shown that the SAC over QG is in fact suffrcient for the complex group algebra

CG to have no non-trivial zero-divisors. Consequently the results obtained in [15]

for the class Ð are sufficient to show that every torsion-free group in this class

satisfies the zero-divisor conjecture for CG. An immediate consequence is that CG

has no non-trivial idempotents for such groups G. The relationships between the

strong Atiyah conjecture, the zero-divisor conjecture, the idempotent conjecture

and other algebraic and topological conjectures are explored in detail in [28].

5



Chapter 2

Preliminaries

2.1 von Neumann algebras

A von Neumann algebra (also known as aW*-algebra, or a ring of operators) is

a subalgebra of ts(5{) - the Banach algebra of bounded linear operators over a

Hilbert space fú - which is closed inthe weak topology on 3(fC). The weak

topology is one of a number of important topologies on 3(fC), described below
The topology commonly associated with a Banach space is that conesponding

to the metric d(r,y) : llr - gll. The usual norm on 3(fC) is given by ll"ll :
supøeÍr,lløll=rll""ll, and the topology generated by this norm is thenorm topology

on 3(fC).
The süong and weak topologies are examples of locally cofivex topologies'

Definition 2.L.1. A topology Í on a linear space X is IocaIIy cotvex if every

point has a convex open neighbourhood, or equivalently, ifthe operations of scalar

multiplication and addition are continuous in f.

The strong topology is the weakest locally convex topology in which the func-

tions ? *+ ll"rll are continuous for all n € fC, while the weak topology is the

weakest locally convex topology in which the functions ? + (*,TA) a¡e continu-

ous for all r,y € 5t.
The strong topology is weaker than the norm topology, and consistent with the

terminology, the weak topology weaker than the strong. The commutant of a subset

M of ts(Jt) is the set Mt : {x e u{: rrn : mr Ym e M}. A standa¡d result

is the following.

Lemma 2.1.2. lf M c ts(5{) then Mt is weakly closed.

The famous bicommutant theorem of von Neumann ¡elates the commutant to

the weakly and strongly closed *,-subalgebras of 3(fC)'

Theorem 2.1.3 (von Neumann's bicommutant theorem) . Let M be a *-subalgebra

of ts(:H). Then thefollowing statements are equivalent:

6



CHAPTER 2. PKELIMINARIES

l. Mtt : M.

2. M is weakly closed.

3. M is strongly closed.

Then a von Neumann algebra can be defined as follows.

Definition 2.1.4. A von Neumann algebra "4 is a *-subalgebra of the Banach

space 3(fC) of bounded linear operators on a Hilbert space fC, satisfying one of
the equivalent conditions of Theorem 2.I.3,that is that"4 is weakly closed, "4 is

strongly closed, or "4 
equals its double commutant.

An important consequence is that von Neumann algebras can be categorized as

the commutants of sets of operators.

Corollary 2.1.5. Let M be a *-subalgebra of ts(J{). M is avon Neumann algebra

if and onty if M : N' for some subset N of ts(:s{) which is closed under involution.

Proof. Let.ðÍ C ts(Jt), with.ô/* : N. Let M : Nt. The commutant must be

closed under taking sums and products, and as N is closed under involution, the

commutant must be also. M is therefore a *-subalgebn of ts(Jl). It is clear that

N C ¡/", and as a consequence one has that i\r/ - N" . Therefore M : Mtt, and

M is a von Neumann algeb a.

Going the other way, let M be a von Neumann algebra, as a *-subalgebra of
ts(}t) with M : M". Then M is the commutant of : M', and as M is closed

under involution, so must N. tr

A t¡ace on a von Neumann algebra generalizes the notion of the trace of a
matrix. The following definition is from [14].

Definition 2.1.6. Consider a von Neumann algebra A C ts(5{), and denote by A+
the positive self-adjoint elements of M. Atrace on -4 is then a function r : A+ +
[0, oo] such that

I. r(A + B) : r(A) + r(B) for all A, B € A+,

2. r(ÀA): Àr(A) for all A e. A+, À e [0, oo)'

3. r(UAU-r) : r(A) for all a e A+ and unitary U e A.

lf r(A) ( oo for all A € ,4+, then the trace is said to be finite. If r(,4) : g

implies A:0 forany A e A+, then r isfaithful. The trace r isnormallf for
every increasing filtering set -F' C .4+, sup,4çp r(A) : r(supF)'

An alternative to the third requirement is that r(AA*) : r(A* A) for all A e
A.

7



CIIAPTER 2, PRELIMINARIES

Proposition 2.L.7 (114,I.6 Corollary ll). Let r : A+ -+ [0, æ] satisfy r(ÀA +
B): \r(A)+r@)¡oratl À € [0,oo) and A,B e "4+. Thenr is atrace onAif
and. only if r(AA.) : r(A* A) for all A e "A".

If r is a finite trace, it can be extended to a real-valued linear map on all self-

adjoint operators in the von Neumann algebra. In this situation one has r(AB) :
r(B A) for all A, B in A (U4,I.6.11).

Given a von Neumann algebra .,4' and a finite normal and faithful trace I on

,4 one can form the completion l2("4) with respect to the inner product \A, B) :
r(8. A).It is useful to consider situations when the elements of A C ts(J{) act on

Hilbert spaces other than fC; this prompts the definition of a Hilbert module.

Definition 2.1.8. LeT Abe a von Neumann algebra with a finite normal faithful

tface T, and ¿2(A) be its completion with resPect to r. A Hilbert module over 
"4

is then a Hilbert space M and continuous left "4 action on 14, such that M is a left

,4-module and such that there exists an isometric "4-linear embedding of M into

¿2(A) Ø H for some Hilbert space f/. M is finitely generated if there is such an

embedding with finite dimensional ff.

Consider a self-adjoint operatol A in a von Neumann algebra "4 with finite

lr:ace r. The operator ,4. has a spectral decomposition .Ð which is a resolution of
the identity on the Borel subsets of spec A C R. The specftal density function tr'

of ,4. is defined by
,F (À) : r(ø1'r¡)'

where -Ð(À) : E((--, )]) is the spectral projection of .4 for the interval (--, À].

tr' so defined is a monotonically increasing right-continuous function on the real

numbers. As the spectral radius of ,4. is less than or equal to llÁll, the spectral

density function is constant on the complement of [llAll, ll,4ll).

Definition 2.1.9 (Fuglede-Kadison determinant). Let Abe a self-adjoint opera-

tor in a von Neumann algebra with finite trace r. Consider the Stieldes integral

(2.r)

where L > llAll and F is the spectral density function of ,4. with respect to the trace

r. This integral will be finite or equal to -oo. The Fuglede-Kadison determinant

of ,4 is defined by

detrA - exp losl dF

o<lÀl<¿

whenever the integral is finite, and

det"'A : 0

when the integral (2.1) is equal to -oo.

8
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CHAPTER 2, PRELIMINARIES

Remark 2.L.LO. This deûnition differs from the usual definition of the Fuglede-

Kadison determinant. Typically the determinant is defined for positive self-adjoint

operators, and then extended to other operators ,4' by taking the determinant of

lAl : (AA\È. For self-adjoint operators á the integral (2.1) is equal to that of

1.41, and so the two definitions agree'

The Fuglede-Kadison determinant has the following properties analogous to

those of the trace, as shown in [20].

Proposition 2.l.1.1^. Let det, be the Fuglede-Kadison determinant for self-adjoint

operators in a von Neumann algebra "4 with finite trace r. Then the following
identities hotdfor all A,B Q. A and non-zero À e C;

1. detr(AB) : det'(, ) 'det'(B);

2. det,(),A) : lÀlr(r)¿eÇ(A), where I is the identity operaton

2.2 Graphs and amenable groups

There a¡e many equivalent characterizations of amenable goups; the one which is

most applicable here is the Følner condition (see for example [29, Chapter 4].)

Definition 2.2.1. Letf be a locally compact group with left Haar measure À. Then

I is amenable if, given any € > 0 and compact subset C C l, there exists a non-

empty compact subset K C f such that

),(rKAK)lÀ(K)<e Yr€C,

where A denotes the set symmetric difference.

Amenable groups include all the tnite groups, Abelian grouPs, and solvable

gfoups. The class of amenable groups is closed under taking subgroups and quo-

tients. Note that surface groups and free grouPs with two or more generators are

not amenable.

We will only be interested in the case when I is finitely generated, in which

case I is amenable if and only if it admits a regular exhaustion (this follows from

an afgument of Adachi tll.) A regular exhaustion is a tower of finite subsets Â- C

Ä-..1 with union l, with the property that the sizes of the subsets gtow faster than

the size of their bounda¡ies in l. More precisely,

ri^ #?or&^ : g for all ô ) o, (z.z)
lrL+æ #1\m

where â¿A- is the ô-neighbourhood of the boundary of Â¡:

06Ìt*:{'y e f , d(1,^-) < 6 and d(1,1 \ 
^.k) 

< ô}

where d is the word metric on f with respect to some choice of generators.

9



CTIAPTER 2. PRELIMINARIES 10

Most of the material hereafter concerns operators acting on functions on the

vertices of a locally finite graph X. The graphs in question will be regarded as

combinatorial graphs. The edge se! Edge X is a collection of oriented edges; each

combinatorial edge in X has two corresPonding oriented edges in Edge X, one for

each choice of orientation.

If e is an oriented edge, e will denote the edge with opposite orientation, and

t(e) and o(e) will denote the terminus and origin respectively.

It will be convenient to regard a subset -Ð+ of Edge X in which each combina-

torial edge has exactly one oriented representative; E+ corresponds to a choice of
orientation for the graph. Unless otherwise qualified, the set of edges under consid-

eration will always be such a subset.E*, and expressions which depend implicitly

upon this subset should be inva¡iant under the choice of E+ '

The vertex set of a graph X will be denoted Vert X. Fo¡ the sake of avoiding

unnecessary clutter, r e X will often be written to describe a vertex r of X, where

context makes it clear that r can not be an edge.

Typically the graph X will have on it a free action by a group f with finite

fundamental domain 9. When I is amenable, the regular exhaustion .ô'- of I gives

a regular exhaustion X^ of X. Let X^ be the largest subgraph of X contained

in [J{"y91 .y e /\*}, rhe translates of the fundamental domain by elements of the

subset Ä-. The X- enjoy a proPerty simila¡ to (2.2),

u- #Vllt,ôox*:o foraltô)0, (2.3)
rn--+æ #I\rn

where here 06X^ is the d-neighbourhood of the boundary in the simplicial metric,

being the intersection of the d-neighbourhoods of X* and X \ X-.



Chapter 3

The Harper operator

3.L The scalar Harper operator on a graph

In the following we will be working over a locally finite combinatorial graph X on

which there is a free action by a group l, with finite fundamental domain.

Consider the spaces of functions over the vertices and edges of the graph X.
l-et Cl2¡(X) be the -L2 complex functions over the vertices of X, and Cï2)6)
be the -L2 complex functions g over the edges, with the requirement that 9(e) :
-g("). Then one has the -L2 cochain complex of the graph,

o --> clz¡(x) 4 clz¡6) -+ o

where

@l)þ): /(t(e)) - /(o(")).
The adjoint d* ofthe coboundary oPerator is given by

(d.g)(o): t g(e)- D gþ),
t(e)=u o(e)=u

where the sums (and those hereafter) are implicitly taken over a choice of oriented

edges .E+ as discussed previously. The discrete Laplacian on the complex is then

a 0-degree chain map given by A, : d,* d, + dd* . We are presently only interested

in the Laplacian on C?Ð(X), where

AÍ : d*df

(n/)(r) :o(u)/(u) - ! ftt{")) - t /(o(e)).
o(e)=u t(e)=u

Here 0(u) is used to denote the valence of the vertex u'
The discrete Laplacian is closely related to the random walk operator .R which

at each point sums a function over its nearest neighbours,

(R/)(u) : ! rttl")) + t /(o(")),
o(e)=u L(e)-u

11



CHAPTER 3. THET{ARPER OPERATOR 12

glvmg,
(al)(,) : o(u)/(u) - (A/)(,).

Recall the definition of the Harper operator on the Z2lattice,

(Hor,o"Í)(*,,n) : f,(e-i"'" Í(m -f 
.r,n) 

+ ei"'" ¡(m - r,n)

+ "-r"r* Í(m,n i I) + ei"r^ ¡(m,n - I))

As can be seen, it has a form similar to the random walk oPeratol, save that each

term in the sums is weighted by a complex number associated with the edge. This

forms the basis of Sunada's generalization [33] of the Harper oPerator to more

general graphs. While Sunada examines weights which can take any non-zero

complex value, here we restrict attention to [/(1)-valued weights'

A t/(l)-weight function o on the edges of the graph is an element of the space

Ct (X;U(1)). As such, it is a member of an equivalence class f/r (X; U(1)), given

explicitly by

s(o(e))
;@Do - o' e fs : Vert X -i t/(1) : o'(e) : o(e) Ve € EdgeX

Maps o in CL (X; t/(1)) are required to respect the involution e + ã of Edge X,
by o(e) : o(e)* . A weight function is termed weaklyl-invariant if it is equivalent

to its left translation by any member of the group f. Specifically, if o is weakly

f-invariant there must exist a l-indexed set of U(1) valued functions s,, on the

vertices of X satisfying

o(1e):"("):iff#

The Harper operator is then defined by

V7€l,e€EdgeX. (3.1)

(H,f)(u): D "þ)f (t(e)) + D "(')./(o(e)), (3.2)

o(e)=u t(e)=u

for weakly l-invariant o. If o - ot, the corresponding Harper operators are uni-
tarily equivalent by multiplication by s.

The discrete magnetic Laplacian Ao is defined analogously to the discrete

Laplacian,
(4"/)(r) :0(u)/(u) - (H"Í)(r).

The random walk operator and discrete Laplacian are f-equivariant operators,

commuting with the left f translations. The Harper oPefator though typically is

not; it does however commute with a set of operators called the magnetic transla-

tion operators. These are left f-translations twisted by the s" of equation (3.1),

Q, Ð@) : sr(7-1u) Í (t-L u)'

When X is connected, the 7., form a projective representation of l.
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Lemma 3.1.1. On each connected component of X there is a' map O : f x I -i
U(L) such that

TlrT.r, : @.,rr,.rrT.,tr,rr' (3.3)

In parficula¡, when X is connected, the T, constitute a proiective representation

ofL

Proof. Observe that

(Tr,\, l) Q(yzu) : sr, (12u) sr"(r)/ (r),

(T.rrr, f ) (lt'Yzu) : s rrrr(u) f (u)'
and

Let

so that (TrrT.,rf)(u) : @r,tr@)(Tr,.,,1)(u). Note that

/ \ srr(12u)srr(u)
9'tt,''tz\"Y1"Y2u ) = W-

slt 0 eD-
s"r", (t(e))

and so

A rr,rr('yr'yzt(e) ) : =*ffi#
_ "r, 

(t4G)_)i:z(o(") ) : @.t,,1rhttzo(")).

It follows then that @rr,rr(u) is constant on every connected component of X.
In particular when X is connected there is @rr,r, € t/(1) such that TtrTt" :
@rr,r"Trrrr' tr

Hereafter we will assume that X is connected. The phase Orr,r, is a group

2-cocycle of l, that is it satisfies the cocycle condition,

@ lt,lz^ts0 lz,.r" : @.rr,,rr9 rrrr,rr.

This follows from the associativity of the composition TrrTrrTrr:

T.y, (7.y2T^ß) : Ttr (Ø n,t"Tr"rr) : O.y r,^tr-,t"@^tr',t,

and

T.y, (T12T",ß) : Tt, (A n,t"T.rrrr) : @ 1 r,1r1"@ 1",.t,

As there is some choice in the selection of .s? satisfying (3.1), the O?',?, üe
not completely determined by the choice of weight function o. It is however deter-

mined up to its cohomology class.
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Proposition 3.1.2 (Í33, Lemma L.2l). If o : EdgeX + U(I) is weakly l-
invariant byfunctions s,, : Vert X + U(L), and o - o', then there exist st,

by which o' is weakly f-invariant. Further if the s., give rise to the cocycle @ then

the st, give rise to @' e [O] e rf2(r, U(1)).

The discrete Laplacian arises as (a. + a)2 on the standard cochain complex

of .L2 functions on X. One can construct a twisted coboundary operator d" such

that (d; ¡ d,r)2 gives the discrete magnetic Laplacian. Choose r arrd t, such that

r(e)2 : ø(e) and tr(r)' : sr('u) for each u € VertX and e € EdgeX and

define a, : Clz¡(X) -+ Clrr6)av

(d"f)(") : r(e)f (f(e)) - '(")./(o("))'
One can extend the twisted translation operators to a zero-degree chain map on

the whole chain complex Ciz¡(x) bv defining (Trh)(e) : st(y-Le)/r,(7-re) for

h e Cb) (X) where sr(e) is effectively the mean of s,y on the endpoints,

sz(e) : tt(t(e))ú" (o(e))'

TheT, on Clr¡(X) atso form a projective representation of l, satisfying equation

(3.3). The follówing diagram then commutes.

o + cb)6) L 
"]rr,(x) 

=+ o

I4

T1

o(e)=u

: 0('u)/(u) - (H"l)(r)
: (4"/)(u).

T.l

o + clÐ(x) d',C12¡(X) .--.----*0

A

I

The adjoint of d, is given by

and thus

(d:,s)(u):- t r(e)s(e)+ t r(e).s(e),
o(e)=tl t(e)=s

(d,id,,f)(u): D (¡trl -o(e)f(t(e))) + t (¡(o) -o(e)./(o(e))),
L(e)=a

3.2 The vector Harper operator on a graph

As before we take X to be a locally finite graph with finite fundamental domain

under the free action of a group l. Let M be a finitely generated Hilbert module

over a von Neumann algebra,4. The vector Harper operator on L2 M-valued func-

tions is then defined analogously to the scala¡ Harper operator, save that the weight
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function ø now takes values in the algebra of " -automorphisms of M. Unlike the

scalar case, this algebra is typically non-commutative.

Themotivating examples a¡e ôf M : C3 as aC-module and of M : Mr,(C) as

the left regular M"(C) module. In each of these cases, the module endomorphisms

of M correspond to n x n complex matrices. The map from M"(C) to EndM,
taking a matrix { to right multiplication by €*, is a C-algebra anti-isomorphism.

A weight function ø is a map from Edge X to Aut M that respects the involu-

tion e r+ 3,
o(e) : o(e).. (3-4)

Two such functions o and o/ will be termed equivalent if there exists a function

s : Vert X -+ t/(Aut 3\4) such that

o'(e) -- s(o(e))a(e)s(t(e))- Ve e EdgeX, (3.s)

where I/(AutM) denotes the unitaries in AutM. A weight function o will be

termed weakly l-inva¡iant if, similarly to the t/(1) case, there is a f-indexed set

of t/(Aut M)-valued functions s., on the vertices of X such that

o(1e) : sr(o(e))o(e)st(t(e¡¡- Ve e Edgex' (3'6)

The Harper operator Ifo associated with the weight function o is then defined

on functions ¡ e Clz¡(X, M) by

(H"l)@): D "(') '/(t(")) + t o(e)* ' /(o("))' (3'7)

o(e)=t l(e)=r

Defining twisted translation operators T, by

(\f)("): sr(7-1) ' rh-'r),
one has

(T-,H,f)(r):rr(t-'ù'( t ø(e) '/(t(e)) + t o(e)*'¡to(")))' \o1"/=-t, 
r (e)=1-La /

: t s.,(o(e))ø(e) '/(t(e)) + t sr(t(e))ø(e)- '/(o("))
o(e)=1-ra t(e)=1-La

: t o(te) .(sr(t(e)) . /(t(')))
o(e)=1-1a

+ t o(te)*' (sr(o(e)). '/(o(")))
t(e)=1-L a

: D "(") 
. (sr(7-lt(e)) ./(7-1t(e)))

o(e)=a

+ t o(e)"'(sr(7-10(e)).' /(r-to(r)))
t(e)=a

: (H"Trf)(r).
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The adjoint of ?t is given by

1rl Í)@) : sr (z)* ' f 0r) ,

and a similar evaluation shows that Ho also commutes with the ?*
Unlike the t/(1) case, the ?1' typically do not give rise ,o u gråop cocycle. Let

O be the map from I x I to t/(Aut M)-valued functions on X by

@ rr,r, (lryzr) : s r, (12n) s.r"(x) s rr.,, (r)",

so that
TrrTr, : @.,tt,1zT1t,.tz.

t/(Aut M) is generally not commutative and so the argument of Lemma 3.1.1 can

notbe applied, and O.rr,"r(z) need notbe constant on connected components of
X. One does however have the non-Abelian cocycle-like condition,

Ø1r,rrorrrr,r.: (Ad4t)(orr,tr)o1L{t2'Y3' (3'8)

When the module M is the left regular module on Mn(C), and X is a Cayley

graph of l, one can associate Harper operators with a Busby-Smith twisting pair.

This is examined in more detail in Chapter 6.



Chapter 4

Approximating the spectral
density function

4.1 Introduction

The Harper operator over a graph, as discussed in the previous chapter, acts on C

or @-valued functions on the graph. By virtue of commuting with the magnetic

translation opemtors ?lï, and the DML are members of the

von Neumann algebra B such, one can examine the spectral

density function tr' of the the trace on this algebra. We would

like to be able to express this density function in teÍns of the spectral densities of
a sequence of finite approximations to the operator.

This is achievable when the group f is amenable. lnÍ271and [26] it is shown

that the spectral density function F of the (scalar) DML can be expressed as the

limit of a sequence of piecewise constant functions .fln,' These in turn are the

normalized spectral density functions of restrictions of the DML to the spaces of
functions supported on a tower of subgraphs X- that form a regular exhaustion of
X.

In this chapter, this approximation is established for a class of operators that

includes the vector Harper operator and DML, this class being the weakly l-
equivariant near-diagonal self-adjoint operators. Section 4.2 defines these op-

erators and describes the spectral density function. In section 4.3 the regular ex-

haustion of X is defrned, together with the notion of an approximating sequence

of finite operators ¿@) ¡o a near-diagonal operator A. Associated with each A(-)
is a normalized spectral density function F^; F^(\) is directly proportional to the

number of eigenvalues of A(-) less than or equal to À, counting multiplicity.

The key result of section 4.3.1 is the weak spectral approximation theorem

which shows that ]7(À) : limrn_+oo F-(À) almost everywhere. This is refined in

section 4.3.2, proving the equality holds at every À.

A particular case of interest arises when the functions a¡e matrix-valued, and

the operator acts component-wise by manix left multiplication; this is discussed in

T7
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chapter 6

4.2 Weakly f-equivariant near'diagonal operators

Consider the space C?Ð(X,CP ) of @ -valued functions on the vertices of X satis-

fying the .L2 condition. This is a Hilbert space under the inner product

(Í,h): !{/{"),n,{"))
t€X

where the inner product on 0 is with respect to the standard orthonormal basis.

We will examine linear operators A on this space. These can be regarded as

matrices indexed by the vertices of X with values being n by n complex matrices,

(tÍ)(*): Ð A,,nf @)
Ae'r

The algebra of these operators is the von Neumann algebra of bounded linear op-

erators AQlz¡(X,C3)).
We are iàtêrested in a particular subset of these operators, these being bounded

near diagonal linear operators.

Definition 4.2.1. Let Abealinear operator in B(Cþ)(X, Cl)), and Ar,, the rz by

r¿ matrix satisfying Øf )@) : Do Ar,o I (g) for all f . A is a-near diagonal if fot
a positive a, Ar,y: 0 whenever d(t,a) > a in the simplicial metric'

The Harper operator is an example of a l-near diagonal operator, as it averages

functions only over their nearest neighbours.

The following lemma is a simple consequence.

Lemma 4.2.2. If A and B are o,- and b-near diagonal respectively, then AB is
(a * b)-near diagonal'

Proof. Let C : AB with components C",, € M"(C). Then

Q r)@): t c,,ol (a): t A',uBu,vl (a)'
U ur!

Suppose d(r,y) ) a *ö. Then d(x,u) * d(u,A) > a* ö Vz and so for all

u, d,(x,u) > a or d(u,ù > b. By near-diagonality, this implies Ar,u : 0 or

Bu,y :0' We therefore have

d(*,A)>a*b + Cr,s:0,

and so C is (a * b)-near diagonal. tr

Corollary 4.2.3. If A is a-near diagonal, then Ak is ale-near diagonal.
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The other property demanded of our operators is weakf-equivariance.

Definition 4.2.4. Given a f-indexed set Í7 of [/(rz)-valued functions over the ver-

tices of X, one can construct twisted translation operators over C0(X, C1) by

@,Í)(") : hþt-Lr)f 0-t*).

An operator A over CÙ(X,C") is weaklyl-equivariaø if there exists such a

set of twisted translation operators which along with their adjoints commute twith

,4; that is

V7 € I lfr: Vert X +U(n) suchthat ATr:T.rAandAT;:T;A
where Q"Ð@) : \(y-Lr)Í (t-'"). (4.1)

An example of such an operator is the Harper operator desc¡ibed in section 3. 1,

where t..r : st. Naturally every l-equivariant operator is weakly f-equivariant.

The set of .L2 functions over the graph vertices C?Ð(X,CI ) is closed under the

twisted translation operators of definition 4.2.4, and we can therefore consider the

von Neumann algebra of bounded operatofs on Cþ¡ (X,V ) which commute with

such a set of operators and their adjoints, denoted here by B(C?z¡(X, Cl))""' ny

defrnition 4.2.4,every weakly f-equivariant operator onClz¡(X,V) is anelement

of such a von Neumann algebra.

Define a finite trace on B(CIÐ(X,Cl))"" uy

Tlr -4 : t \çA,,, (4.2)

a€9

where T!ç is the usual trace on M"(C) and I is a choice of fundamental domain.

The following lemma demonstrates that the trace of (4.2) is well deflned.

Lemma 4.2.5. Given afundamental domain I for thel-action on X and aweakly

| -equiv ariant operator A,

I *o A,,, : I oo Á",,
a€5 x€'Yî

foralIT € f.

Proof. LetT, be the twisted translation operators that commute with ,4.. Consider

the components (,4,Îr)",,y : (T1A)r,a.

(AT^,)r,o : t Ar,"(T1) r,s : t Ar,"t'r(1-l z)õ16-")
z€x 

:'Åjrorrrr,
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and

(T., A) r,o : t (71),,, A 
",y 

: t L, (7-1 r) 6, ('y- L r) A,,a
z€.X z€X

tr(1-r x)Ar-L aty,

giving
A.rr,ro : tr(n)Ar,oh@)-r -

The matrices tr(ø) are unitary, and so

TrçA1r,1t - Tls tr(x)Ar,rt"r(r)-r
: Tç Ar,r.

The result follows. tr

Lemma 4.2.6. Trr is afinite von Neumann algebra trace on ø(Clz¡(X, C3))"".

Proof. Let Abe an element of the von Neumann algebra AQlz¡(X, C1))"n. then

A*, AA" and A* Aare also elements of the algebra. Consider T!¡(-44.).

T!r(.4.4.) : t 1\ç(AA*),,,.
x€.5

By the weak topolo gy on B(Clz) (X, Cl)),r", the component (AA*),,, of AA* can

be expressed as the sum

(AA*) r,, : t Ar,y(A*)y,,
a€x

- s Ar,a(Ar,n)*-tu
which converges h M"(C). The matrix trace Tbç is continuous and Trc MN :
rhç rüM for -ô,, -,::::);;:î: 

D A.,,(A.,ù*
a€x

: t Trç(A,,o(A,,0¡*)
v€X

: t Tra((Ai,òA,,y)
s€x

: T};c.(A* A)r,,.

And so

Tb¡(AA.) : Tlr(A*,4).

TYr is clearly linear; by Proposition 2.L.7, Tlr is a von Neumann algebra trace.

The trace of the identity operator is nffl, and so Tr¡ is finite. tr
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4.3 Approximating sequences and spectral approximation

For the remainder of the chapter, we will be relying on the amenability of the group

l, and an associated regular exhaustion X* of the graph X as described in section

2.2.

We define an approximating sequence for an operator as follows.

Definition 4.3.1. Let X be a graph which has a finite fundamental domain under

the free action of an amenable group l, and let X^ be a regular exhaustion of

the graph corresponding to a regular exhaustion l- of l. For an o-neaf diagonal

bounded operator A over C0 (X,CI ), an approximating sequence is a sequence of
finite o-near diagonal operators A(-) over Co (X^,CP ) satisfying:

1. There exisrs a € R independenr of rn such that ll/(n'') ll < "ll¿ll 
for all rn.

2. There is an integer k independent of rnsuch that for all m, A and A(^) agree

on the k-interior I*X* of X^:

InX*: {r € X^ld,(r,X \ X-) > k}

(AÐ(") : (Aþn) l)@) Vr € I¡X6, / supported on I¡X*

In terms of components one can write,

AW : Ar,o Vr,g € IrX^.

3. The ¡(m) ¿¡s self-adjoint if ,4' is a self-adjoint operator.

'We can now state the fust of the spectral approximation results.

Proposition 4.3.2 (Point spectrum). Let A be a bounded self-adjoint.w.eakly T-

a-near diagonal operator over Clrr(X,V), and let {A@)¡ be an

ng sequence for A. Then the poiit'spectrum of A is a subset of the

sPectra of the A(^) '

For the proof of proposition 4-3.2 we need a preliminary Lemma.

Lemma 4.3.3. Let A and ¡(m) 6, operators as in proposition 4.3.2, with A and

A(*) agreeing on the le-interior IxX^ of X^. Let B(^) be the operator encoding

the dffirence between A and A(^) over X^:

B(m) - p^A - A(^) p^

where P^ is the projection from C?Ð(X,V) onto the subspace of functions sup-

ported on X*. Then

lla"*ox^:Q :=a ?Q")¡:g' (4'5)

(4.3)

(4.4)
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Proof We need to show thaty € X \ôo¡¡X* implies

Note that

Bffi) :0 for all r € X.

(P^A),,a:
Ar,, ifr€X*
0 otherwise

and

So

An
0

7A(^) P^¡,,n : if r,g € X^
otherwise.

p(m) 
-ua,y -

ns Bffi) : 0 for all r € X \ X*, we can without loss of generality regard

only ø € X*. Suppose U I 1o+¡X^' There are two cases to consider'

Casel: U€X*,d(A,X \X-) )allc.
If d(r,X \ X-) ( /c then

d(*,ù > d(y,w) -d(x,u) VT.r.r € X\X-
>(o*k)-lc:a,

from which affi) : A,,s An :0 by the ø-near diagonality of A and A@) '
If d,(x,X \ X-) > k then both r and 3r are in the k-interior of X-, and

BW : Ar,, AW :0 by the defrning property of the operators A(-) '

Case2z A e X \ X-, d(y,X^) ) a*le.
Given x e X^, Bfr) : Ar,v :0 by the o-near diagonality of A' tr

The proof of proposition 4-3.2 can now be presented.

proof of proposition 4.3.2. Consider À € R \ U^specA(^|, ttrat is, a À which is

not an Lçenuato" of any of the approximating operators A(^) . Take k to be the

integer such that A and. A(^) agfee on the k-interior of X* for all m. Let P¡ be

the projection onto the À eigenspace of A; P* the projection onto the subspace of

functions suppofted on X*; and Pl the projection onto the subspace of functions

supported on 1o¡¡X¡r.
,4. is weakly l-equivariant, and so is an element of the von Neumann algebra

B(C\",(X,C"))T" as discussed above. The vertices of the subgraphs X- consist

of #Il* úanslates of the vertices in a choice of fundamental domain I of X; as the

von Neumann trace (4.2) is unaltered by the choice of any 7-translate of I (Lemma

Ar,n

Ar,y

An If r,y € X*
ifr€X*,A/X^
otherwise.0
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4.2.5), for any operator C in the algebra,

rtrc:+ I roc,,"
îrrffi te,X*

: -,,f la\çqp*c¡,,,Tttñ ,ex
1

#L*
TrçPrrC,

regarding P^C as a matrix with complex entries indexed by pairs (r,i') e X x
{t,...,n}. As llP-PÀll < 1,

Trr P.r : #,a\çP*P¡ 3 7f'dimimP-P¡,
and so

1

TYrPr ( Iiminf - 
dimimP*P¡.

m_+æ #!\rn
(4.6)

As in Lemma4.3.3,let B(*) be the operator P^A - A@) P^.Consider / e

imPn P¡, Í : Prng for some eigenfunction g of A for À. We then have

(A@) P* + B(*\g : P^Ag - ÀPmg. @3)

Let g ûd gz be two solutions of (4.7) which agree on ðo+kX*, that is Pi"þt -
gz) :0. Then by Lemma 4.33, B@) þt - sù: 0 and thus

A(*) P^(gt - gz) : \P^(g - gù.

À is not an eigenvalue of A(^),and so Prn(gt-g2) : 0. This implies Íhat f : p^n

for g € imP¡ is uniquely determined by Phg. Therefore

dimimP-P¡ I dimimPl
- nffYertôo¡¡X^.

Substituting into (4.6),

TrrP¡ ( n lim #Yer-t- -"+rx* -0.

The vanishing of rÏ¡ pr in¿i.ut"i;; 
"", 

,"I"î"t, spectmm of ,4.' tr

The following is an immediate corollary.

Proposition 4.3.4. Let Abe aboundedweaklyl-equivariant ornear diagonal self-

ad.joint operator over Clz¡(X, C3), andlet {A(^)¡ be an approximating sequence

for A. If tne ¡@) all have algebraic eigenvalues - fo, example, if their compo-

nents are all algebraic matrices - then the point spectrum of A is also contained

within the algebraic numbers.
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If f- is a regular exhaustion of l, then so is any infinite subsequence of the

l-. Consider À in the union of the spectra of the A(-), with the property that

#{*lÀespec,4,(-)}<*.
Then we could pick an infinite subsequence of the ,4.(-) excluding those operators

which had À as an eigenvalue. Such a sequence would still be an approximating

sequence for A, but the union of their spectra would not include À. Thus we have

the following corollary.

Corollary 4.3.5. Let A be a bounded weakly l-equivariant a-near diagonal self-

adioint operator oue, Clz¡6,V), andlet {Aþn)} be an approximating sequence

for A. Then

specpoinrA Ç lim-inf sPecl(-).

As such, for any À € specpoi o¡ A, there exists an infinite subseq,uence {m¿} of the

positive integers (withfinite complement) such that \' € spec ¡@i) ¡or aU i'

4.3.1 Weak spectral approximation

Recall the definition of the spectral density function .F(À) for a self-adjoint opera-

tor A:
F'(À) : Th¡.Ð(À), (4.8)

where ,E(À) is the spectral projection of ,4. for the interval (--, À]' The goal in
the remainder of this section is to derive approximation results for .F(À) in terms

of a series of piecewise constant functions 4, (À),

4,(À) : +Trç.Ð-(À), (4.s)
7f tlnt'

where E*(^) is the spectral projection s¡ ¡('n) for the interval (-*, À]. Note that

Tlç ^E-(À) is exactly the number of eigenvalues of A(-) less than or equal to À,

counting multiplicity.
In the general case we have the following approximation theorem'

Theorem 4.3.6. Let A be a bounded weakly l-equivariant a-near diagonal self-

adjoint operator ou", Clz¡(X,g),andlet {,4i-)1 be an approximating sequence

for A. Thenfor a/l À € R,

F(l) : .tli. In'Sr-(À + e)

: 
.\T* 

t'#-'åo't(À + €)'

where F and F* are defined as above.

Furthermore, where F is continuous,

F(À) : Iim F-(À) VÀ e R : F is continuous at À
rn-+æ

Note that F is continuous at all )' / specpoint A.

(4.10)

(4.11)
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This result is already known in the mathematical physics literature for the

Harper operator (see for example [4]), though the proof presented here of this result

is a slight generalization ofthe prooffound inl27l.
In certain cases it is known that the point spectrum of the operator A is empty.

In these cases the limit (4.11) naturally holds for all À. In particular, the spectral

density function is continuous when the graph is the Zn-lattice and -4 is l-nea¡

diagonal with non-zero near-diagonal components, as shown by Delyon and Souil-

la¡d [13]. This argument is examined in chapter 5.

The proof of Theorem 4.3.6 follows closêly the argument in Í271, which in

turn is an adaption of that in [16]. Two preliminary lemmas are required, the first a

simple extension of Lemma 2.1 of 127) and the second due to Lück [23].

Lemma 4.3.7. Iæt Abe aweaklyl-equivariant a-near diagonal self-aà.ioint op-

erator over Cl¡(X, C3 ), and let {l{^)¡ be an approximating sequence for A. Let

Trr be the vàn'Neumann trace associated with A. Then for any complex polyno-

mialP' 
T,¡p(,A): ti* -L r!çp(a(n)¡'

m_+æ ffl}.rn

Proof. As A(-) is ø-nea¡ diagonal, letting Ao : Ur: Í one has

(A(^)'¡",, - t Aff,L,...Af),,u.
9tr"'r!¡-t€X: t Aff,L,... Aff),,o,

í<i;,t;¡:Í#,

If ø is in the (ør)-interior of X*, d(r,ôX*) ) ar. Then d,(y¿,ôX^) >-

d(r,7X^) - ai ) afor i- 1,...,r - 1' So,

x € X^, d(r,7X^) ) ar è
çA(^)')r,r: t Ano,or...Ao,-r,s, - (A')r,r- (4'r2)

9Lr"'rUr-f €X

Recalling the definition of the associated von Neuma¡n trace,

trp(Á): trhcþ(/)),,"
r€l

:+ I rloþ( A)),,,,
î"n ¡€.X^
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by Lemma (4.2.5). Therefore,

rlrp(A) - *nop(¿(-))l
. degp
ls< 
^ LP,

T LTTL r:U
. degp
Is< 
^ LP,t tffl 

¡=O

D oo (A'),,, - Trç (A(^)'¡,,,

0orX

a€X*

a€X^
d,(n,ôX^)1ar

deTP
1

I* # | (z¡p,1nx2'),n1,

r=0

I ' D (lo" (A'),,,1 + ltto (A@)'¡,,,1¡

where K2 is the global bound on ll,all and llÁ(rr')ll. At the X,n forrn a regular

exhaustion, the result follows upon taking the limit as rn -l oo. tr

Lemma 4.3.8 (Lück Í231). Let A be an operator as above, with llAll < K2 for
some K. Let L be a real number arù p* be a sequence of real polynomials such

that for att ¡.r, € l-K', K'1,

lim p¡(p) : X1-oo,,rl(&) and lpxjt)|3 L,
/c-+oo

where y¡ is the characteristic function for the interval I ' Then

.Iim Tr¡P¡(,4) : r'(À)'
,c-+oo

In the proof of the approximation Theorem 4.3.6, the following notation is

employed.
F1.r¡: limsuprl'(À)

rn-)oo

.F(À) : liminf fl,(À)
fn--+æ

F (À) : Iim F'(À + ô) 
(4'r3)

ô-+0+

F.+(À) : 
ol1. 

r(À + ô)

P roof of Theorem 4. 3.6. By the definition 4.3. l, there exists some upper bound 1(2

for the norms of A and A@) ,

llAll < K2, llÁ'")ll < K2Ym.

The spectral density function at À is aPproximated through finding a sequence of
polynomial approximations to the characteristic function X(-oo,À1.
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For a given À € R, let fn : iR. -+ IR be the continuous piecewise linear function

defined by

Ín1t) :

Then for all p,

x1--,.r1(l) < Ir+t1") < f*0"),

fi[ /rfur) : x1-oo,.r¡ (F).

So by approximating /¡-.,.1 suffrciently closely with a polynomial pk over the inter-

vall-K2, K2), one can construct a sequence of polynomials p' satisfying

(i if p el-Kz,^1,
Pr|ò - xe*,x10ò. { t * I it Pe (À,À+ }1,

|. * ir¡r € (À + I, K2),

X1-oo,.r1(F) < Px\ò < 2 vLL e [-K2,K21,

]\nrfu) : x1--,'r1(P)' v¡'t e l-K2'' K2l'

Letw(¡,t) be the multiplicity of an eigenvalue ¡r of A(-). Then

r-(À) :+ t .|òxe*,xr!ò,
tt'* 

Pe"Pt'A(^)

grvmg

{iTI

if ¡.r, 
( À,

-k(p-^) ifÀ<plÀ+i, (4.14)

ifÀ+Isp.

#rrçpe(A@))-r;(À) 
: ( t '0ùPr0')

p€sPec.4(n)

t ,Qò(pn1') - x1--,.r1(r))
¡r€spec.4(-)

(4.1s)

1

) - ¡l-(À)
#L^
1

#L*
)0,

as spec ¿(m) ç l-K2, K2l.
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Further,

+T\a.p (A@)) - ¡l-(À)
fft\m

1=-: ;- t w(p)(er1ù - x(--,Àl(p))
11- 1 LTftr

P'esqec A(n)

uel-K2,\l
+ sup

¡re (À,)+f 
J

+ sup
pe(^+l,Kzl

(px1") - x(-oo,.r1(P)) '4(À)

(pn1ù - X1-co,.r1û,))' (¡;lr + ål - 4"(À))

(pn1ò - x1--,.r¡(F))'(p^(x') - F*(^+ å))
(4.16)

< *r-(r) + (1 + *)(qtr + tl - 4"(À))

+ l(r^1x') - ¡;(À + t))
: Lk#g + F, (^ + tl - ¡l'"(À),

as F^(K2) : .J_*'*dimX^ : #1, where #f is the number of points in the

fundamental domain.

Combining equations (4.15) and (4.16) gives

F*(^) < T\c,pn(A(-)) < F,n(^+ tl + #. Ø.r7)

Taking the limit superior on the left and the limit inferior on the right as rn -> æ,

F(À) < rirpr(Á) < ¡'(À + l) + #, (4.18)

by Lemma 4.3.7. Taktng the limit as k + oo and using Lemma4.3-8,

F(À) < r(À) < F*(r). (4.1e)

Thus for any e ) 0,

.F(À) < ¡'+(À) S F'(À+e) lF(,r+e) < r'(À+e). (4.20)

Taking the limit as € -> 0+, together with right continuity of F gives

¡'(À):F+(À) :F+1.1¡.

Further, if ¡' is continuous at À, examining the limit of ¡1(À - e) as e -+ 0+ gives

F(À) : r(À) : ¡1¡¡ (when F is continuous at '\)' (4'21)

tr

The weak spectral approximation theorem (Theorem 4.3.6) implies the follow-

ing immediate corollary, corresponding to Corollñy 4-l of f27).
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Corollary 4.3.9. Let A be a bounded weakly l-equivariant a-near diagonal self-

adjoint operator with an approximating sequence {A(m)¡ as described above.

Then

Proof. Let F be the spectral density function of A and F^ the normalized spectral

density function of A(^) . Let À1 and Àz be points of continuity of F. Then

-lgg 
F'""(À ù - F^(\z) : F(Àr) - F(Àz).

As f' is monotonically increasing and right continuous, it must have at most a

countable number of discontinuities. For any ø therefore one can find a sequence

{e¿} with lirru*- ei : 0 such that r - ei and ø * €t are Points of continuity of F
for all i. The difference of a spectral density function across an interval is non-zero

only if that interval has non-empty intersection with the spectrum, and so

r € s'ec 
^ 

=fx?lji;r::"1:,: 
x,o v?

- 
i;ïsuch that (* - r¿,x * e¿) a spec A@) ¡ @

--è t € tp""Á(""t'
D

4.3.2 The strong spectral approximation theorem

lnl2Tlit was conjectured that the result of Theorem 4.3.6 could be extended to the

statement that
F (À) : _lgg F-(À) VÀ e R

for the scalar DML. It was demonstrated in this paper for the case when the DML
is associated with a rational t/(l)-valued weight function o (that is, there is some

integer rz for which on : L) using a log Hölder continuity property (see section

5.2.3.) The general case was proved with a much more straightforward argument

in 126l based on an atgument of Schick, and related to arguments in [17] and [18].
This argument is presented here, extended to the vector-valued case and any ap-

proximating sequence.

As befo¡e let á be the a-near diagonal weakly f-equivariant self-adjoint op-

erator v¡¡6 ¿@) an approximating sequence agreeing with .4 on the k-interior of
X^; let F be the spectral density function of A, and F* the normalized spectral

density functions of the á(-). Denote the jumps of F and F* at À by D(À) and

D*(^) respectively:

D(À) : o\i. t(^) - r(À - ô)

D",(^): -Iitn F-(À) - f-(À - ô)
ò--)0f

specspec ¿.U m)A

(4.22)
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A consequence of Theorem 4.3.6 is that the F^ approach ¡1 at À if the jumps

D^(^) approach D(À). This is shown below. showing that the D^ do indeed

converge pointwise to D then gives the desired ¡esult.
'We start with an elementary lemma.

Lemma 4.3.10 (Lemma 3.3 of Í261\. Given two sequences {a¿} and {b¿) with

a¿ 1b¿for aII i,, itfollows that sup¿ ø¿ ( sup¿ b¿ and'inf¿a¿ ( inf¿ b¿'

In particular tr {r¿} is a sequence of monotonícally increasing functions, then

liminf¿-¡- l¿ anà limsup¿r- l¿ are also monotonically increasing.

Proof. From o¿ ( ö¿ for all'i, it follows that

inf. a¿ 1 a¡ 1 b¡ç ( sup b¿ Vk.

Then inf¿ a¿ 1 b¡ for all /c implies inf.¿a¿ I inf¿ö¿, and o¡ ( sup¿ö¿ for all k

implies sup¿ a¿ ( sup¿ ó¿.

Consider the sequence {fi} of monotonically increasing functions; for any ô >
0, Í¿(n + 6) > f¿(r) for every i. Therefore

ig!rf"{") < i9f,ilt + 6) vrc'

Taking the timit or supremum over k then gives

Iiminf /¡(r) S llg'åf /o(z + d),

that is, the function lim inf¡-- /¡ is monotonically increasing. The same argu-

ment with sup instead of inf gives the corresponding inequality for lim suP,t-- Í..
û

This lemma allows us to show the following.

Lemma 4.3.1L. Let f an"d l¿, i el.d be monotonically increasing right continuous

functions fromR toR satisfying

f @) : ,1i. Ilt*r f ¿(r + ô) : 
o1?* 

lip zup /¿ (ø + ô)' (4'23)

Denote by d, and d,¿ the iumps in f and' li respectively,

d,(x): o\p /(") - l@ - 6)

d.¿(r) :rlip å(ø) - Í¿(, - 6). @'24)

Thenfor ø € R f@): Iin¡-r- f¿@),f I is continuous att, orif d,(n) :
lim¿-¡- d¿(x).
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Proof. This lemma is essentially a rephrasing of Corollary 3.2 of 1261.

Let I : liminf.¿f¿ and / : limsupr"fr. By Lemma 4.3.10, / and / are

monotonically increasing. From (4.23),

f@): Iim /(r-e) e -lim /(ø+ô) : lim -lim, f @+ ô-.)
e --+0* - d-iQ+ - e-+0+ d-rQ+ -'

- L@) < ,tl1. f @ +r) < .1i". L@ - í¡ = tøl

by monotonicity of /. So / continuous at ø implies that /(r) : lim6-ae+ l@ +
6) = f (r)and-bythesameargument-that f @): lim6-¡s+-Í(t+6):1@).
That is, for / continuous at ø,

Í(r): f @): Í(x): oli¡5Í(").
Note that / monotonically increasing implies that / can have at most a count-

able number of discontinuities. Fix some e ) 0 and ø € IR, and suppose that

Iinr¿-- d,¿(r): d(ø). Thenwewill showthat Í(r) -3e < f¿(r) < f @) *e for
all sufficiently large i.

By the right continuity and monotonicity of I , there exists a d > 0 such that

ffu) < /(") +f forall r < A < n* ô. The/¿approach/atallpointsof
continuity of /; as / has at most a countable number of discontinuities there exists

some rcg € fx,r * d) where lim¿-a- Í¿@ù : .f(øo) < l@) + i. So for i
greater than some [, it follows that /¿(øs) < I @) * e. The /¿ are monotonically

increasing, so

l-I1 such that l¿@) < l@) + e Yi > 11. Ø.25)

Now /(ø) : d(x) * lim6-*o l@ - ô), so we can choose r ) 0 such that

l@ - r) + d(r) > l@) - e. From the assumptions, and the consequence that /
is monotonically increasing, /(g + ô) > /(g) for all ô > 0. Letting U : r - r
and ô : ã gives L@ - Ð > f("- r) and so for sufficiently large i, l¿(t - ;) >
Í("-r)-e.

From/,(r) 2l¿@ -i) +d,¿(r)and f @-r) > lþ) - d(r) - e,

3I2 suchthat Í¿(r) > f@ - r) - e + d'¿(r)

> f (") + d¡(r) - d(r) - 2e (4.26)

> f @) - ld¿(") - dþ)l - 2e Yi > 12.

By supposition, lim¿-- di(À) : d(À). In particular we can pick an I greatet

than I and l2such that ld¿(") - d(")l < e for all i > L Therefore

Slsuchthat'i2 [ a l@) + e> r¿@) > f(x) -3e,

and thus
tim d¿(l) : d(À) + lim fi(À) : /(À).rl--+oo ¿-+oo 

tr
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Corollary 4.3.12. Let D(À) and D^(\) be the jumps at \ in F and F^ respec-

tively as per equation (4.22), where F and F^ are defined as in Theorern 4.3.6.

Then

lim D-(À) : D(À) + _lip- r-(l) : F(l). (4.27)
rn-+æ fn'-+æ

Proof. By Theorem 4.3.6, F arrd F^ satisfy the conditions of Lemma 4.3.11' Ap-

plying this lemma gives (4.27). tr

The ¡esult that the jumps do indeed converge is based on an argument of Elek

([18]), and presented in [26].

Theorem 4.3.13. The jump D (\) of F at \ is the limit of the jumps of the normal-

ized spectral density functions:

_lirgD,æ(À) 
: D()) VÀ € R

Proof. The jumps of the spectral density functions can be expressed as the dimen-

sions of kernels,
D(À) : dim¡ ker(á - À),

D-(^)::-dimker(,4,- - À). 
(4'28)

'lf t\nt

Consider subsets Y^ of X-, consisting of the (o * fr)-interior of X^ in the sim-

plicial metric, where á is ø-near diagonal, and the operato¡s in the approximating

sequence A@) agrce with,4, on the k-interior I*X^ of X^ (equation (4.3)).

For each X- define a dimension-like function dim¡- on subspaces of Cþ, (X,V)
by 1.

dim¡- W : h,Ð^Tro(P*),,,
where P1t¡ isthe orthogonal projection onto W with components (Plar)" ,y e M"(C)
This has the following properties for subspaces W andV,

L W LV + dim¡¡- (W @ I/) : dimx^W + dimy^V,

2. W CV + dim¡-W ldimy-V,

3. Pw e B(C12.¡(X,@))"" 4 di¡¡r- W : dimrW,

4. w c Co(x*,ú) + dim¡¡- w : #,dimw,regarding C0(x^,9)
as a subspace of Clz¡(X, c").

In particular, dim¡^ C0(X*,C3) : nffl and' dim¡- Co(Y^,@) converges to

nffl as rn approaches infinity.
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Let,it*: C0(Y*,ú) + Co(X*,Cl) be the inclusion with (zifl(ø) : 0 for
all ¿ in l^\Y*and denote by P^the orthogonal projection onto Cþ, (X^,V).
Define restrictions A!^ of Aby

A'* : co (Y^, ú ) -+ co (x^,e),
Al: A^i'*'

For any function f inc0(Y*,9), (Al^ - x¿'^)¡ : (A* - 
^)(i''^r)-Thereforeas subspaces or Cfr, (X, C3 ),

ker(A!* - ^i;) 
C ker(,4,- - À),

i]fn(A!*- 
^i;) 

c im(.A- - À).

Let D'^(À) : 7|,-dimker(Al - ^i'*)' 
Then taking dim¡¡-,

D'^(^): dim¡- ker(A!^ - 
^i;) 

( dim¡- ker(A^ - À) : D^(\),
dim¡ç- im(A!^ - ^i;) 

( dim¡- im(,A- - À).

One also has for rny rn,

dim¡- ke{A!^ - 
^i*) 

* dim¡¡- im(A!^ - ^i;): 
dimx* C0 (Y*,e),

and thus

Iim (dim¡¡- ker(A!^ - 
^i!*) 

* dim¡- im(A!^ - 
^i,!^)) 

: n#1.
fn-+æ'

Similarly

dim¡- ker(A^ - À) + dim¡¡- im(A^ - À) : dim¡¡- Co(X^,Ú) : n#l

and so

üm (dim¡- ker(A!^ - ^i;) 
* dim¡¡- im(A!^ - 

^i';))rn--+co'

: 
;g5(dim x^ker(A^ - À) + dim¡- im(A^ - À))' (4.3r)

As a consequence of equation (4.31) a¡d the inequality (4.30),

/5ga*1,r¡ -Di(,r¡ :s.

Leti^be the inclusion of C0(X^,@) into ClÐ(X,C3). Then the Alm can be

written in terms of the operator ,4. by Ak : P^Airnitn, asY^ is contained within

the /c-interior of X^. By the ø-near diagonality of ,4., the supPort of Ai^ilf is

contained within X^for any / in CÙ(Y^.,CP) and so

'i^A^: P^Ai^i!*'

(4.2e)

(4.30)

(4.32)
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Similarly to (4.29) then, one has as subspaces of Clz¡(X,Ú),

ker(A',n - ^i;) 
c ker(,4. - À),

im(A!* - ^i;) 
c im(,A - À).

The kernel and image of A - À are invariant under the twisted translations ?r,
and so for these subspaces, dim¡- equals dim¡. It follows that

D;(^) - dim¡¡- ker(Al - ^i;) 
( dimn ker(-A - l) : D(À)'

dim¡¡- im(A'^- 
^{^) 

S dimr im(A - À),

üm (dim;¡- ker(A!^ - 
^i'^) 

* dimx- im(A!^ - 
^i!*))rn-)oo '

: n#l - dim¡ ker(A - À) + dim¡ im(A - À)

Therefore

,nlgLD;(À) 
: D(l),

which together with Equation (4.32) gives the required limit

lim D-(À) : D(À).
m-+6

Theo¡em 4.3.13 then, together with Corollary 4.3.12 demonstrates that the

spectral density function f is the limit of the normalized spectral density func-

tions.F- at every point.

Theorem 4.3.14. Let A be a bounded weakly l-equivariant o,-near diagonal self-

adioint operator over Clz¡(X,V), andlet {A{-)1 be an approximating sequence

for A as defined in 4.3.1.

Denote the spectral density function of A by F, and let F^ be the normalized

spectral density functions of A^ as described in equations Ø.8) and (4.9).

ThenforallÀ€R,

,F (À) : 
-l!5 

rÌn'(À) VÀ € IR : F is continuous at 
^. 

(4'33)



Chapter 5

Continuity of the spectral density
function

Consider a weakly l-equivariant near-diagonal operator -4, as discussed in the pre-

vious chapter. Under some ci¡cumstances it can be shown that the spectral density

function of A is continuous. Delyon and Souillard ([13]) proved that for (scalar)

l-nea¡ diagonal opefators over the Z'-lattice, the integrated density of states had

empty point spectmm, provided that the operator's near-diagonal components were

all non-zero. This argument is adapted in this chapter to demonstrate the continu-

ity of the specEal density function F for a class of near diagonal operators over

Returning to the more general graph case, in the remainder of the chapter we

examine weakly l-equivariant near-diagonal operators whose matrix elements all

belong to a fixed algebraic number fleld. In this sin¡ation - analogous to the ratio-

nal case discussed inl27l - there exists an alternative proof of Theorem 4.3.L4,

and some log Hölder continuity-type results are obtained. The Fuglede-Kadison

determinant is also examined; for such oPerators ,4 the Fuglede-Kadison determi-

nant of A - 
^ 

can be shown to be positive for certain algebraic À.

5.L Near-diagonal operators over theVT lattice

Consider an r-dimensional integer lattice X, corresponding to the Cayley graph

of Z' with respect to the canonical symmetric set of generators {+(1, ' ' . , tG}-
The vertices of this graph can be indexed by r-hrples of integers, (rr,. . . ,rr) :
rtet*..'* srCr.The edges ofXjoin r andt * (¿ for eachx € VertX and

L 1i 1r.
In this section we will take the operator A to be o,-near diagonal and weakly

Z'-eqaivanant. A further condition is required,

Ar,ois non-singular Yr,y € VertX, d,(n,y) :6. (5.1)

Hereafter such operators will be termed.¡lzlly a-near diagonal. By an argument of

35
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Delyon and Souilla¡d (t131) (see also [12]), the spectral density function of A is
continuous.

This argument is similar to that of proposition 4.3.2; where it was shown that

for eigenvalues À / U- spec A(^) , the values of an eigenfunction on the interior

of a regular exhaustion X^ of the graph are determined by the values in a region

about the boundary of X*. The particular geometry of the Zr lattice allows us

to construct a regular exhaustion where this holds for all À € iR, when Á is fully
near-diagonal.

The exhaustion used is that by cubes C^ of X,

C*: {("r,. .. ,rr)llr¿l < m Vi}.

The k-boundary of C*is contained within Cm+k\C*-n, and so a simple calcu-

lation confirms that the cubes do indeed form a regular exhaustion:

(m*k)'- m-lc
-0.rnr

Lemma 5.1.1 (t131 Í12'0. Let X be the Zr lattice, and W an a-near diagonal

operator on Clz¡(X,e), withWr,, invertible for all pairs t,y such that d,(t,y) :
a - in particrìláa Wr,, may be singulan Let f be in the kernel of W. Then

llc-+r"\c^ : Q 4 llc^*r" : 0

where C^ is the mth cube of vertices of the lattice as described above.

Proof. The proof is obtained by "working from the outside in"; the condition on /
forces / to be zero on the boundary of C^, which in turn forces it to be zero on the

bounda¡y of Cm-t and so on.

Let S^ be the set {(ø1, ...,x,)lma:<lø¿l - m}. Then C,n : Utp6S^, and

each of the ,S- a¡e distinct.
Take / to be zero onC^¡zo1^, and consider r e S*, withi such that ri : m'

By the supposition, W is a-neat diagonal andW f : 0. Therefore

g : (Wf)(r t aÇ¡) : t Wa¡aÇ¡,2*ae¡-af@ + 
"e¡ - a)

yeB"(0)

:Wa+aej,xÍ@) + t Wa*aÇ¡,2¡øÇ¡-vl@ + ae¡ - a)

i7"::tl

where B"(0) : {(gr, ...,A,)lDi¡=rlA,l < ø} is the ball of radius a about the

identity. Now I,7"1oçr," is non-singular by the full a'near diagonality of 17, and so

Í(') : -w,ioç¡,, t wr+aÇ¡,2+ae¡-vl@ + aÇ¡ - y)

seB"(0)
a*-"e¡

_ñ
-u.

,. #7nC^ , 1.llIIì ---;- < Ilm
fn-+æ #um rn-+æ
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One has then that Ílc^+zo\c* : 0 + Íls* :0' As Ci--r)+2ø \ C^-t C

S^u (C^¡zo\C*), itfollows that

Ílc*+2"\c^- 0 + llc6-¡+2.\c*-t :0,

for m ) 1. Proceeding by induction then gives the result' !

The continuity of the spectral density function follows.

Theorem 5.1.2. Take the group I to be Z'. Let X be the standard Zr lattice, and

consider aweaklyl-equivariant fuIly a-near diagonal self-adioint operator A on

C?¡(X,Ú). Then the spectral density function of A is continuous; equivalentþ,

tîe'point specffum of A is em7tY.

Proof. The argument is essentially that of proposition4.3'2. Picking À € IR, we

show that the von Neumann trace of the projection onto the eigenspace of À is zero,

and hence demonst¡ate that À is not in the point spectrum. This relies crucially on

the amenability of the integer lattice, and on the lemma above.

Let P¡ be the projection on to the À eigenspace of A; P^ the projection onto

frrnctions supported on the rr¿th cube of vertices C^: and Pl the projection onto

functions supported on C^¡2o \ C-.
From the definition of the von Neumann trace TI¡ (equation 4.2) and Lemma

4.2.5, 1 _
TlrP.r : # I t'o(P^)","

Tl-vrn ^-õ&=vtu
1: o.r-TtçPvrrP¡lf r¿tn
'l

< * dimimP-P¡,
#ltm

and so
1

Tbr P.r ( Iiminf 
- 

dimimP*P¡,
m_+æ frUrn

Consider g € imP¡. Then by applying Lemma 5.1.1 to the operator ,4. - À, it
follows that Plrg : 0 implies P^9 :0. That is,

ker PIP¡ Çker P*P¡.

Therefore

imP^P¡ Ç imPlP¡

dimimP-P¡ < dimimPlP¡
< dimimPl
1nfiô2¿rCrn

and
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as Cmr2a \ C- is contained within \n the 2ar-neighbourhood of C^. As the C-
form a regular exhaustion, one has

rrrP.r < _rlg- 
Éffi:0,

that is, À is not in the point spectrum of ,4.. ¡

This argument generalizes to any finitely generated Abelian group, provided

one picks a suitable set of generators. If I is a finitely generated Abelian group,

pick generators for l, r of which give a Zr lattice in the associated Cayley glaph,

the remainder generating G. The preceeding algument can then be applied with

respect to the exhaustion X- : G x C^' where C* is the rnth cube of vertices

on Z'. Can the algument be adapted to the case where one has more freedom in

selecting the generators? It seems likely that the following conjecture holds.

Conjecture 5.1.3. Letl be afinitely generated Abelian yroup, and X be the Cay-

tey graph ofl with respect to afinite symmetric generating set S. If A is an a-near

diagonal weakly l-equivariant operator oru Clz¡(X,g) with Ar,o non'singular

whenever d(r,a) : a, then A has no point spectrum.

On the Zr lattice, one can also show that for / e ker A, f zero on B*¡2o\B*
implies / is zero on B^, where B¡ denotes the ball of radius k in the word metric.

The argument is similar to that of Lemma 5. 1. 1, but more fiddly. It may be possible

to adapt such an algument to balls in more general grouPs; if so, it would allow the

extension of the result to those amenable groups for which the balls constitute a

regular exhaustion.

Conjecture 5.L.4. Conjecture 5.1.3 holds for all finitely presented Sroups of sub-

exponential growth.

5.2 Algebraicly bounded operators

In this section we restrict attention to a class of operators á whose components

Ar,, afematrices over algebraic numbers, and return to looking at the more general

graphs X which admit a regular exhaustion X- with resPect to the action of an

amenable group l.

Definition 5.2.1. An operator -A over C?Ð(X,C1) will be termed algebraicly

bounded if it satisfies

1. there exists a non-zero integer b and an algebraic number field -E such that

the components ,4.",, are matrices with elements in f OB, where O¡ is the

ring of integers of ,Ð.
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2. Let F be an algebraic number field containing E. Then e¿(,4,) is a bounded

operator for each of the @preserving embeddings er, ... ,€h of Jl into G
where å, is the degree of .F' as a field extension over Q.

The degree of ,4, is the degree of the field extension lE ' Ql, and b will be called

the denominator of ,4..

Algebraicly bounded operators arise for example, when the elements of a near-

diagonal weakly-f equivariant operator.A are algebraic and the twisted translation

matrices úr(ø) take only a finite number of values.

Examining a discrete Laplacian on the Zr integer lattice with a random poten-

tial, Craig and Simon prove the log Hölder continuity of the operator's integrated

density of states. The definition of log Hölder continuity is repeated here.

Definition 5.2.2 (lll}. A function / : R + IR is /og Hölder continuous if for all

,R € R there exists Cn € R. such that,

V@ +e) - /(ø)l 
= -ffi vo < lel < î, l*l < n.

In the following sections weaker log Hölder continuity-type results a¡e ob-

tained by finding a lower bound on the magnitude of the modified determinants

de{ A(*), where the A@) are restrictions of an algebraicly bounded 
'4,.

Definition 5.2.3. A function "f , IR -+ IR is log Hölder right continuous at x 7f

there exists C > 0 such that

l/(" + e) - /(¡c)l < rfo ve e (0, |1.

A set of functions {/- : IR. -+ IR I rn € M} indexed by M are uniformly log Hölder
right continuous at ø ifthere exists C ) 0 independent ofrn such that

V,,@+e)- l^@)l= + ve e (0, l),meM.

Consider a weakly l-equivariant near-diagonal self-adjoint algebraicly bounded

operator,4, with restrictions A(*) to the spaces of functions supported on X-. It
is shown in section S.Z.2thatthe normalized spectral density functions of F* are

uniformly log Hölder right continuous at real algebraic points À, and consequently

that the spectral density function .F' is log Hölder right continuous at such ). This

result however is much weaker than the result obøined in [11] for the Laplacian on

the lattice. It is refined in section 5.2.3, where the bound on the modifled determi-

nant is used to show that the Fuglede-Kadison determinant of A - À is positive for
some algebraic À.
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5.2.1 Estimating the modified determinant

In this section ,4. is taken to be an algebraicly bounded operator over Cþ, (X, C3 ),

as in Definition 5.2.1. The restrictions .4(-) are over the functions supported on

finite subsets X- of X, which are not required he¡e to form a regular exhaustion.

The key to establishing the continuity results discussed above is the establish-

ment of a lower bound onih" magnitudes of the modified determinants det' ,4.(-).

The argument presented here to determine such a bound is modelled upon and

closely follows that of Fa¡ber in [19].

Definition 5.2.4. The modified determinant of an operator 17 is the product of all

non-zero eigenvalues of W , including multiplicity:

dettw : II ,w(Ð,
P€svecW

where u.'(¡^r) is the multiplicity of the eigenvalue p.

Given an algebraic number field -Ð of degree h over Q, there exist h embed-

dings e¿ from.E into C that pleserve Q. A proPefy of the norm associated with the

field extension allows one to get a lower bound on the absolute value of an alge-

braic integer by finding an upper bound on the absolute value of its images under

the e¿. This is a well known result, and repeated here for reference'

Lemm¡ 5.2.5. Let u e O B where O ø is the ríng of integers of an algebraic number

fietd E. Let ey. . . ,€h be the embeddings of E into Ç where h is the degree of E
as a field extension over Q. Then

l"¿@)l < Rvi a l¿¿(u)¡ > .R1-à V;.

Proof. The norm Nøla on an algebraic number field.B can be defined as the prod-

uct of the embeddings e¿,

h

lr¿,¡q(o) : f[ e¿(o) for a e E,
i:l

where h : lE : Ql. The value of the norm is always rational, and for algebraic

integers u € On, NørcQ) is an integer. As such, lN¿¡q(")l ) 1 for every

u€Oø.
Therefore for any j,

h

l.¿@)l < Rvi + le¡(v)l: lNp¡q(u)lfll"r(")l-l
i=i

I lNø¡q(r)l ¿t-r'
> Rr-h.

tr
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The modified determinant de{ A@) is one of the coefficients of the character-

istic polyno m\al p(t) = det (ú - ¡(^\; lf p(t) : tk q(t) for some polynomial q (ú)

with q(0) non-zero, then det' ¡(*) : q(0). We can therefore get a lower bound

on the magnitude of the modified determinant by finding an uPpeI bound on the

coeffrcients of its characteristic polynomial. Farber derives such a bound in terms

of the trace as follows.

Lemma 5.2.6 (Lemma B of Í191). Let B be an.ôI x N complex matrix' Denote

by sr(B) the coefficients of the characteristic polynomial of B:

det(ú - al : Ët-l)N-""rv-" (B)t'.
r=0

Thenfor any K ) I and C > 0 such that

lT[cB"l <C'K' Vr e {1,2,..',N},
one has for each ofthe sr,

l"(B)l <C(C +r)":'(C +r -L) ' K''

Thus armed, one can obtain the bound.

Lemma 5.2.7. Let A be an algebraicly bounded operator over C12,1(X,V), with

elements in f,OB and a bound L > I on the norrns ll"¿Ø)ll for the embeddings

e¿ of E as per definition 5.2.1. Take A@) to be the restriction of A to functions
supported on a subset X^ of vertices of X. Then

ldet'Á(-) I > (+b2t¡-nN^

where Nn - n#X* and h is the degree of E over Q.

Proof Let ey, . . . , e hbe the embeddings of .E into C. As A(-) is a restriction of .4,

lle¿(A(m)¡ll < ll"¿(¿)ll for each ê¿, îrrd so by the 2nd condition of definition 5.2.1,

theremustexistsome L> I suchthat llet(A{rn)¡¡¡ 1 Lforalli,:1,...,1¿. This

gives a bound on the images under e¿ of the traces of the scaled operator 6¿Un) '

lTrç e¿(bA(^) )" | . N^(bL)'

for each positive integer r. The ei ale fleld monomorphisms, so if the cha¡acter-

istic polynomial of 6¿(rn) has coefficients s- then the characteristic polynomial

of e¿1Ul(*)) will have coefficients ei(s,). The modified determinant det/ 6¡(m)
is equal to one of the coeffrcients s' of the characteristic polynomial of bA(^):
applying Lemma 5.2.6tothe matrix e¿(bÁ(-)) gives

le¿(det' bA(*)Dl - ldet' e,iþA(^)¡1 <
N*lr - L

r
a ,ztr^_t (bL)r

< ( LL)N^,,

(bL)',
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for each 'i, as r 1: Nrn. Further, the elements of bA(-) are all algebraic integers

in the ring OB. So the coefficients of the cha¡acteristic polynomial of bA(^) are

also in OB, and so by Lemma5.2.5,

le¿(det/ bA(^))|2 @Ut¡í-n)N- ) (+bL¡-nw^.

As det/ 6A(rn) : b' dett A@) for some non-negative integer r 1: Nm, and noting

that one of the e¿ is the identity embedding,

ldet, ¿(-) I > b-"- ldet' bA(^)l > ØbÐ-hN-b-N^ > (+b2 L¡-nN- .

tr

5.2.2 log Hölder right continuity

A lower bound on the magnitude of the modified deterrninant of a self-adjoint

operator constrains the growth of its spectral density function. This can be shown

by an eigenvalue counting argument such as that of Lück in [23]. Lück's lemma

(modified slightly here from its original presentation) can be stated as follows.

Lemma 5.2.8 (Lemma2.8 of [23]). Let B : V -+ V be a self-adjoint endomor-

phism of a finite-dimensional Hilbert space V, and' Iet G : IR + R. å¿ its spectral

density function. (G(r) is the number of eigewalues of B less than or equal to r
counting multiplicity, or equivalenþ, the trace of the proiection onto the sum of the

eigenspaces for eigerwalues less than or equal to r.) Let K2 > 7 with K2 > llBll,
and suppose there exists a positive real number C such that ldett Bl > C. Then

G(,) -G(o) < g#g 
ve € (0, 1),

where N: dimcI/.

Proof Counting multiplicity, there a¡e .ðtr eigenvalues ¡^r¿ of B. Enumerating them

in increasing order, for any positive € one can choose non-negative q, r and s with
qlrlsandsuchthat

l.q S "' 1 pq( 0 : þq+L : "' : þr : 0

lltr+t <"'S þs1e1Pt+t l"'<¡¿ru

Note that qN
der,B :n pu fI ,u.

i=l i=r*I
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and that s - (r* 1) , being the number of positive eigenvalues (counting multiplicity)
less than or equal to e, is exactly G(r) - G(0). So

i:r*L
il t)¿ : dett a .ft u;' ü piL

c

i=1

K-2

i=s*I
N

> C.fI lI x-'
i=L i=s*l

> c .K-2N.

Each of the p,¿ on the left hand side have absolute value less than or equal to e, so

.s-(r*l) > C .K-zN.

Taking logs,
(t - (" + 1)) loge ) log C - NLogK2,

and so

- Iog C + NIogK2
G(u) - G(0) : (' - (" + 1)) <

-loge
asloge(0. tr

The lower bound on ldet'¿(-) ¡ oUtained in the previous section, together with
Lück's lemma, is sufficient to prove the uniform log Hölder right continuity of the

4(m) ¿¡ À. Note that the proof does not rely upon the amenability of f .

Lemma 5.2,9. Let A be an algebraicly bounded self-adioint operator ou", Clz¡(X, CP ),

and let ¡@) 6¿ the restriction of A to functions supported on X*. Thenfor any

algebraic \ there is a positive constant C(À) such that

o < 4,(À + e) - ¡h(À) 
= # ve e [0, ]), (s.2)

where Fro is the normalized spectral density function of A(m) . In particular C (\)
does not depend upon n'1.

Proof. By condition 2 of definition 5.2.1, if Á is algebraicly bounded, then A - 
^is also for any algebraic À. Applying Lemma 5.2.7 to A - 

^,
ldet'(¿(-) - À)l < ( b^L^)-h^N^

where N- : n#X^ and the values b¡, L¡ and ä¡ depend both upon À and the

operator Á. Note that.L¡ > ll,4ll > llá(-)ll. If r'," is the normalized specfial

density function of ,4.(-), then

F*(*) : h"r,' - À) :ffc@ - x)
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where G is the spectral density function of A(*) - À, and I is the choice of fun-

damental domain of X. Applying Lemma 5.2.8,

%(À +.) - ¡;(À) :H(c(e) - c(o))

n#g -log(4b¡Lr)-ärN- * N^logZ¡
Nr'' - Iog e

n#g . (h¡Iog( b¡L¡) + Iog tr¡)

-loge
c(À)

-Ioge

for e € [0, +), where C(À) is a positive real number that does not depend upon

rn. tr

Let A now be a weakly l-equivariant near-diagonal self-adjoint operator that

is algebraicly bounded, and take the X* to be a regular exhaustion of X. As

established by Lemma 5.2.g,therestrictions ,4.(-) have normalized spectral density

functions fl' which a¡e unifonnly log Hölder right continuous at any algebraic À.

As a direct consequence, the spectral density function of ,4. is log Hölder right
continuous at each algebraic À.

Corollary 5.2.10. Let I be amenable. If A is a weakly I -equivartant near-diagonal

setf-adjoint algebraicly bounded operator with spectral density function F, then

for every algebraic À there exists a constant C(\) such that

o < F(À + e) - F(À) < # ve e [0, ]). (s.3)

Proof. Let C(À) be as in Lemma 5.2.9, so that

o < r;(À + e) - F*(^) 
= # ve e [0, ]), (5.4)

for every rn, where the F^ a¡e the normalized spectral density firnctions of the re-

strictions ,4.(-). The restrictions form an approximating sequence for A in the sense

of definition 4.3.1, and so by the strong spectral approximation theorem (Theorem

4.3.r4),

À\*F^(r¡ : F(ø) Vu € IR.

Taking the limit as n'¿ -> oo then in (5.4) gives equation (5.3). !

As the constant C(À) derived in section 5.2.1 is not bounded on any open in-

terval of the real line, Corollary 5.2.10 can not be used to show log Hölder right

continuity of tr' generally - Craig and Simon's log Hölder continuity result [11]
for the discrete Laplacian on the Zr lattice is much stronger. For rational À, the
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constant C(À) g¡ows polynomially in the denominator of À (the denominator be-

ing proportional to the b of l-emma 5.2.7.) As such, a consequence of this corol-
lary is that transcendental numbers that are very well approximated by rationals

are points of continuity of .F'. This possibility however is already precluded by

Proposition 4.3.4, which states that the point spectrum of an algebraic operator ,4.

is itself comprised of algebraic numbers.

The strong spectral approximation theorem (Theorem 4.3.14) was proven in

section 4.3.2,but there is an alternative argument for the algebraicly bounded op-

erator case, relying upon the weak spectral approximation (Theorem 4.3.6) and the

uniform log Hölder right continuity of the normalized spectral density functions

F-. This is the argument used in[27] to prove Theorem 4.3.14 for the discrete

magnetic Laplacian with rational weight function; it proceeds as follows.

Let,4. be an algebraicly bounded self-adjoint weakly f-equivariant near-diagonal

operator as before. Recall that the weak spectral approximation theorem has that

F (À) : ¡'+(À) : F+(l) (s.5)

for all real À, with
F(À) : 

",ITL 
4"(À)

for all À / specpoin¡,4, using the notation F,F+,.F', F+defined in equation 4.13.

Suppose À is algebraic. Then the F^ are uniformly log Hölder right continuous

at À by Lemma 5.2.9; taking the limsup and liminf of equation (5.2) gives for
ee(0,|l

F'(À) S ¡'(À+e) i F(À) +c(À)(-lose)-1,
F(r) S F(À + e) S F(.1) + C(À)(- Ioge)-1.

Taking the limit as e -> 0+,
¡'(À) : F+(À),

F1.r¡ : F*(r).

Applying equation (5.5) shows that lim--oo F'"(À) exists, and

F(À) :F'(À) :F+(À) :F(À) :F+(r) :J\% F^(^) vÀ e RnO.

For non-algebraic À, Proposition 4.3.4 indicates that À ( specpoiûr,4. and thus

-F (À) : üm rl'(À) VÀ e IR-
fTL-'æ

5.2.3 The Fuglede-Kadison determinant

An improvement on Corollary 5.2.10 can be found by examining the Fuglede-

Kadison determinant of A - À.
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Recall the deûnition of the Fuglede-Kadison detenninant detr of a self-adjoint

operator I,7 (Definition 2.L.9.)

exp loglÀldG(À) if loglÀldG(À) > -oo,
det¡I,Z - o<lÀl<¿ 0<hls¿

otherwise,0

where G is the spectral density function of I;Ø with respect to the trace TY¡ and .L

is a real number such that L > llwll.
A consequence of the strong spectral approximation theorem and the lower

bound on det',4(-) obtained in the previous section is that the Fuglede-Kadison

deterrninant of (A-À) can be positive for algebraic À in the continuous spectrum of
,4.. The result relies on the technical lemma below, which is based on the argument

used to prove the similar Theorem 0.2 of [16] and Proposition 4.4 of 1271.

Lemma 5.2.11. Let f^ : IR. -+ R be a sequence of monotonically increasing

functions with f ̂ (0) 
: 0 for all m, and such that there is a pointwise limit f (t) :

lim---¡* f^(r). Then

l. Suppose
hq /-(.) logle | : 0 Ym. (5.6)

Thenfor L > 0,

rosl\ldf^> -QVm I loglÀld/ > -Q
0<lÀl<¿ o<lÀl<¿

2. Suppose

.tip/-(e)loge:0 Vm. (s.7)

Thenfor L > 0,

IogÀdf*> -QVrn + rosÀdf > -Q.
0<)<¿ 0<À<¿

Proof. Note that by the assumptions on the f ̂ , I @) and f^(r) are non-positive

for ø ( 0, and non-negative for r ) 0.
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Consider the first case. Integrating the Stieltjes integral by parts,

loslÀld/ : lim
e-+0* ,[ t*'^,d/ * .\T* t loglÀld/

o<lÀl<¿ e1À1L

t

-L1À1-e

: U@)_ reL))rog.L _ I *r^
osl^l<¿

* .S*.f 
(.)(- log e) * .\i". -/(-e)(- log e)

I

/-(À)
À

/(À)

(s.8)

(s.10)

dÀ

o<lÀls¿

as / (e) ( - log e) and -/ ( -.) (- log e) are non-negative fo¡ small e ) 0. Similarly

for each rn,

f

I roglÀld/- : (Í(L) - reÐtog.D - I L*U o¡ (5.e)

oslÀl5¿ oshls¿

by supposition (5.6). For non-zero À the integrands /-(À)/À are non-negative for
all rn, and so one can apply Fatou's lemma to obtain

> (Í(L) - f eÐ)logz - À

d^

o<lÀl<¿

Suppose now that .IoSt^l<" IoglÀl dÍ^ 2 -Q for all m- Then substituting (5.9)

into (5.10) gives,

I $.r^ < t*.,S(( h@) - t^eL))tosL - | roglÀld/-)

oslÀl<¿ oslÀls¿

< Q + (l^v') - l^eÐ) log -0.
(s.11)

Substituting (5.11) into (5.8) gives

/(^) ,^ ( Iiminf
^ 

tn-+æ
<L0<À

loglÀld/ >- -Q.
oslÀls¿

The argument for the second case proceeds similarly. !

The positivity result for the Fuglede-Kadison determinant follows. This result

is the analogue of Theorem 4.4 of 1271.
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Proposition 5.2.12. Let A be a weakly l-equivariant near-diagonal self-adjoint

algebraicly bounded operator Let ), € R Then det¡(.A - \) is positive whenever

any of the following are true

1. 
^ 

ø spec,A,

2. 
^ 

€_ n (n \ Iiminf- spec,4),

i. À€0.andØf,Í) >Àll/ll vf eCfz¡(x,c"),

where Q is the set of algebraic numbers.

Proof. Case 1. If À is not in spec -4 then A - 
^ 

is invertible, and thus has positive

Fuglede-Kadison determinant.

Case 2. For any such À there exists an infinite subsequence of the X- (which

necessarily still comprise a regular exhaustion) whose correspondin g A(rn) do not

have À in thefu spectrum, as observed in the discussion preceeding Corollary 4.3.5.

Without loss of generality then, we can assume that À ( spec A(-) fot all m.

The operator A - ), itself is algebraicly bounded, while À I spec A(^) for all

m if andonly if 0 / spec(A(^) - À) for all rn. It suffices then to show that det¡.A

is positive when 0 / spec A(*) for all m; the À I 0 case is obtained by examining

theoperatorA':A-),.
Let Í (r) : F(n) - F (0) where f' is the spectral density function of A, and

let f^(x) : F^(r) - r}',(0) where the F^ are the normalized spectral density

functions of the ,4.(-). Then

Io<l)l<¿ o<lÀl<¿

for some L > llAll.By the strong spectral approximation result (Theorem 4.3.14),

lim--+* f^@) : lþ) for all ø.

The f* are step functions with jumps #r(p) atpoints þ € specA(m),

where tu(p) is the multiplicity of the eigenvalue p. Consequently,

loglÀl dl^: t #.QòIoslt,l-ff t\n
o<l)ls¿ P€s¡ec A(^)

p*o

log det¡,A : IoglÀld.F = loslÀld/

1: -t,7 log
#Irm il 1'¡'tu)

É¿€spec A(-)
p*o

- t: logldet'Á(-) 
¡

lf tLm

By Lemma 5.2.7, ldett l('")l 2 Q-#L^ for some Q independent of rn, and so

f
/ toglÀl dl^2 -Q.

J
o<lÀl<¿
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By our supposition, zero is not in the spectrum of A(*), and so there is a neigh-

bourhood of zero in which lm : 0. Therefore for every m,

195/-(e)loglel : s'

All the conditions of part 1 of Lemma 5.2.11 are satisfied, and so

logdet¡Á: I loglÀl d,f > -Q > -oo.
o<lÀl<¿

Case 3. If À € Q, then A - 
^ 

is also algebraicly bounded, and by the condition

of this case, A - À is positive. It is sufficient then to show that det¡,A ) 0 for
positive ,4..

If ,4. is positive, then so a¡e the restrictions A(*). Take f nd f^ as in case 2,

and note that due to positivity of A and A^, Í (*) and f *(r) are constant for all
n 1 0. Therefore for some L > llAll,

logdet¡A: loglÀld/ :
0<lÀls¿

log À d/,

Itosl\ld,f,": logÀdf ^.

I
0<À<¿

and there exists Q such that

-Q <;l roela 
"¡r 

¡(m)1:
#llm I

o<lÀl<¿ 0<À<¿

By right continuity of the step functions "f-, for each m there is a non-empty

interval [0, ô-) on which /- is constant, and thus zero, giving

.tip /-(e) Iog e : 0.

One ca¡ then apply part2 of Lemma 5.2.11 to get

Iogdet¡,A>-Q>-oo.

tr



Chapter 6

The matrix Harper operator

6.1 Introduction

Consider the algebra M"(C) as the left regular module ¡vl : u,(gM"(C). The

module endomorphisms of 14 conespond to right multiplication by matrices in

M"(C); there is a C-algebra anti-isomorphism i : M"(C) -+ End¡4"1c) Jt4 taking

( to right multiplication by €*. Similarly the space C?Ð(X,M) is a left M"(C)-

module, and the algebra of endomorphisms is isomorphic to B(CIz¡(X))SM"(A).
In this chapter we restrict our attention to operators á which are in this algebra

of M,(C)-endomorphisms of Cfz¡(X, M), As Mr(C) is also an n2 complex di-

mensional vector space, these operators constitute a subalgebra of B(Clz¡(X, C3')).

Defi nition 6. 1. 1.. Deno te by ts (X, M 
" 

(A)) the algebra of M" ( C) -endomorphisms

of Clz¡(X,M"(C)) regarded as a left M"(C)-module under normal matrix mul-

tiplicaiion. The components of an operator A e ts(X, M"(q) are the matrices

A,,s e M"(C) such that

ØÐ(r): t Ífu)Al,o, (6.1)

vÇx

for / e CtÐ6,M"(A)).
Given a f-indexed set ú" of U(n)-valued functions over X, the twisted matrix

translation operators T, are defined by

(T.rÐ("): f (1-Lx)tr('y-'r)*. (6.2)

Aweakly l-equivariant matrix operator A is an operator ints(X, M"@)) which

commutes with a a set {?.,, flll e f} of twisted matrix tra¡slation operators and

their adjoints.

Any weakly f-equivariant matrix operator over Cþ, (X, M"(C)) is also a weakly

f-equivariant operator over Cþ¡(X,V'), and so the results of the preceeding

chapters apply.
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When X is a Cayley graph of l, such operators can be constructed f¡om Busby-

Smith twisting pairs.

6.2 Busby-Smith twisting pairs

Busby and Smith in their paper [8] construct twisted group algebras from a twist-

ing pair - a pair of operators satisfying a cocycle-like identity. We do not use the

machinery of these twisting pairs in their full generality; the definition here is re-

stricted to the situation where the group I is countable and discrete and the algebra

"4 is unital. The full definition is to be found in [8], section 2.

Definition 6.2.1 (Busby-Smith (B-S) twisting pair). Let A be a unital Banach

+-algebra with an isometric adjoint, and denote by U(A) the unitary elements (that

is, those elements u for which I : tr* : r*r.) Let Aut1"4 be the group of con-

tinuous x-automorphisms of "4 
with norm 1. A Busby-Smith twisting pair (J, a)

foradiscrete group I andthe algebraL is apairof maps "I : f + Aut1.4 and

o : I x I + U(,a) satisfying

I. (J t, a(lz, n)) a(lt, lzlz) : o¿('ft ,'Yz) a(l r'tz,'ys),

2. (Jt, Jrra) a(11,'yz) : a(11, 12) (J1r1ra),

3. o("yt,l) : o(1,7r) : 1; Jt: l,

forall'¡t'f2,?a € f and a € A.

A B-S twisting pafu (¿ a) determines an associative multiplication on maps

f ,h:l -+Aby

U-D6): t fþ)Qrh(u))o(t",r). (6.3)

Itu=1

Together with a *, operator defined by

"f.(r) : o('r,'y-r)* (¡rl(r-t).), (6.4)

this defines a twisted group algebra LL(A,|;"f, a) of -Ll functions from I to "4
([8, Theorem 2.2]).

Given S e LLÇe,,|;J,a), the product (6.3) allows one to define operators

L4 and R4 on maps / : f -+ "4 by left and right multiplication by Ó and d*
respectively. If / is compactly supported and / is an -L2 function from I to '4, then

L6f and R6f are also L2 functions.
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Lemma 6.2.2. Define operators L t Ö é LO and R ,+ RO on compacþ sup-

ported 6 e t!1"a.,1; J,a) by

(LoÐ@) : (ó . Í)("): t ó1ùQpl@Do(p,") (6.5)

'iliSi
(RoÐ@): (/.d-)(") : t l0')Qpó"(u))a(p,,u) (6.6)

,rí:l

for f e L2(l,A) and where the product (') o"d adioint þ* are defined as in

equations (6.3) and(6.4). Thenforu,þ e LL(A,|;J,a),

LrRô: RôLu, 6.7)
LpL6: L,¿.ç, R.RO: R.-ó. (6.8)

Proof. Both (6.7) and (6.8) follow immediately from the associativity of the prod-

uct (6.3). tr

Consider the case when "4 
: Mn(C), and let X be the Cayley graph of I with

respect to a symmetric generating set $. Equation (6.6) indicates that the operator

.R¿ is of the form (6. 1) and belongs to the algebra ts(X, M"(A)). By virtue of /
having compact support, .R4 is also near-diagonal.

With "4 : M"(C) the right multþlication operator .R is not just a group ho-

momorphism from Lf,("4,1;J, a) into B(.Û2(1,"4)), but also a *-homomorphism.

Lemma 6.2.3. Let Rq be defined as in (6.6) for þ e Lf,(M"(C), f ; J., a)' Then as

operators on B (L2 (1, M"@))),

(Rø). : Ró*,

where þ* is as defined in (6.4).

Proof. Recall

(Rol)@): (/. ö.)(r): t l1r)Qrë.(u))a(p,,u).

i;íSi

Examining the inner product on .L2(1, M"(C)), U,h) : Ð".r(/(r), /r,(ø)) gives

@i,Ð@) : t f (rs)a(r, g). (J,ó. (g)). .

g€l

Substituting the expression for /*,
(1,Ö.(g)). : J,Ó*(s)*

: (t,t nþþ-t)) l,o(g, g-')
: (l,lnób-t)) o(", g)o(rg, g-r )
: d(n, g) (J"gó(g-t)) o(rg, g-' ),
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and so,

@$r)@) : t r @ù(r,sóþ-\) o(,s, g-')
g€l

: t lQ')(rró("))"0,,")
pv=a

: (R6- f )(r).

tr

The automorphisms of M"(C) are all inner, and so the¡e exist u,, e t/(n) such

that Jra : urau\for all a e M"(C). Let 6r(9) be zero when 9 * 1, a¡tdequal to

the identity matrix when g - 7. Then

@¿, r)@) : D 6r(p) (J rf (u)) a(¡t, v)
pv=t

: u-r Í (t-r t)"\o(1, {L r).

Denoting by Ut left-multiplication by the matrix ur,letTt : UltL¿r. Then

Qt Í)@) : f (1-r r)u\o(t, t-t *),

and so constitute a set of twisted matrix translation operators as per Definition
6. 1. 1. As .R4 is a module homomorphism, it commutes with any left-multiplication
of a matrix. In particular, UïRø : RóU|, and so

T.,Rô: U;Lõ.,Rô: UiRoL¿, : RqUlL6, : RóTt'

Further by lemma 6.2.3,

fïRo: (Ri\)" : (R6.T1)* : (TrR6,). : Ri'Tï : RoTi.

Thus we have the following result,

Proposition 6.2.4. For any ó e LL(M"@),|;J,a) the corresponding operator

R6 @s per Equation (6.6)) is a near-diagonal weakly l-equivariant matrix opera-

tor over C?Ð(X, M"@)), where X is a Cayley graph ofl.

6.3 Matrix Harper operators on the Cayley graph

In this section we constn¡ct vector Harper operators over a Cayley graph from
Busby-Smith twisting pairs. Recall that the vector Harper operator Ho was defined

on functions C?*(X,M) for some left Hilbert module M, with the weight function

ø being a map fíom EdgeX to invertible maps in EndM. Here we take M to be
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the left regular module m,ça¡M"(C) as discussed in the introduction; the Harper

operator then is of the form

(H"f)(r): I rtt{"))o(e)*+ | r{o{"))o(ë)*,
o(e)=a Í(e)=s

for matrices o(e) e M"(C), and is hereafter referred to as the matrix Harper
operator.

The Cayley graph Cayley(|, 9) with respect to a symmetric set of generators

thasverticeslandedgeser,rfromTto'yg,for7 € land g e g. Theweight
function o for a vector Harper operator Ho over the Cayley graph will then be of
the form

o(e",s):o(r,g) e M"(C), for t €l,g e9'
Recall that there is an orientation condition (3.4) on a, such that o(e) : o(e)*.
This corresponds to the following requirement

o(n,g)* : o(*g,g-L)- (6.9)

Let (J,a) be a Busby-Smith twisting pair for the group I and the matrix al-

gebra M*(C) as discussed above. Then one can choose þ e L!(U"(C), f; "I, a)
such that the operator .R4 is a matrix Harper operator.

Proposition 6.3.1. Let (J, a) be a Busby-Smith twisting pair for the group I and

M^(C), and let X : Cayley(f , 9) for a symmetric set of generators $. Thenfor
any þ; $ -+ M"(C) satisfiing

Jnóþ-') : ó(g). a(g, g-r)* , (6.10)

the operator Rç is a matrix Harper operator Ho withweightfunction

o(x,g) : (J,ó(s))a(n,g). (6.11)

Proof Theexpressionfor o(r,g) isdeterminedbytheformula(6.6)for,R¿. There

are two properties that must be verifred: the orientation condition (6.9) and weak

l-inva¡iance of ø.

Note that the condition (6.10) on / is equivalent to demanding that Ö(g) :
þ. (g) for all g e $, regarding þ as amember of LL(M"(C), l; J, a). Examining

/ 
-1 

\o\rg, g - 
),

o (rg, g-L) : (J"sóþ-t)) o(rg, g-t)
: d(r, g). (J" J gó(o-L)) açr, g) o(*g, g-r )

: d(r, g). (J, J s ó(s-1 )) (J"a(s, s-\)
: d(r,g). (J,ó(g).),

by the equality (6.10). So

o(r,g)* - (Q"oøù o(r, g))* : o(rs,s-')
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Let sr(ø) : d('.,t)*u1, where u., e U(n) is determinedby Jra: utauir.
Then for an edge ê : êt,s,

o(1e) : o(tr, g) : (tr"óG)) o(tr, g)

: d(^t, x). (1, 1,6(ù) "h, r) a(lr,, 9)
: d('y, r). (J1 J,þ(s)) (Jra(n, g)) o(t, 

" 
s)

: s^¡ (r) (J,Ó(s)) a(r, s) s, (rs)*
: s(o(e))o(e)s(t(e))-.

The s^, then form a weak l-invariance for o, and so the conditions for Ho to be a

matrix Harper operator are satisfied. tr

Busby and Smith describe an equivalence relation for twisting pairs, whereby

equivalent pairs give rise to isomorphic twisted algebras. Their definition is pre-

sented here in simplified form for unital Banach algebras .A and discrete groups

L
Definition 6.3.2 (2.4, 2.5 of [8]). Denote by Z (1,"4) the set of all twisting pairs

forthegrouplandalgebra A,anddenoteby B(l,A) thegroupof mapsp: I -r
u(A).

There is an action of B(1,,4) on Z(1,"4)by (J,a)p: (J@),a(ù¡ forp €
B(l,A) where

Jyz)a: p(x)(J,a)p(r)", (6.12)

o(ù(r,y) : p(r)(t"efu))a(x,a)p@ù.. (6.13)

Two twisting pairs (J,a) and (J',o') are equivalent if there exists some p €

B(l,A) such that (J',d') - (J,a)p.

In Theorem 2.7 of [8], the authors prove that the map To given by (Tol)(ø) :
Í (")p("). is an isometric +-isomorphism from LL (A, G; J, a) onto ¿i (-4, G; J@) , a(n)¡

Returning to the matrix Harper operator, if (J, a) and (Jt , a') are equivalent twist-

ing pairs by p e B(1, Mn(C)), then the operator Rf '") induced by Ö e LL(n, G; J, a)

is unitarily equivalent to n{';').

Proposition 6.3.3. Let (J, a) and (J' , d') be equivalent twisting pairs in Z (1, M"(C)),
with (Jt,at) : (J,a),pfor some p € B(1, M"(A)). Thenthe Harper operator Ho
associated with Ó e LL(M"@),A; J,a) is unitarily equivalent to the Harper op-

erator Ho, associated withTrÖ e LL(M"(C),A; J' ,at), with o - o' by

o' (e) : p(o(e)) o (e)p(t(e) ) 
- 

.

Proof. The result follows from examining the operator Ht and using the twisting
pair relations.
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(H'Tofl@) : t f þùp("g)*o(n)(r,s).(JY)öb).).
geS

: t Í ("s)p("g)* p(rs)a(r, s)*
9ev

(J,p(s)-) p(r). p(r) (t,p(g)) (t, ó (g). 
) 
p(x).

: t f (rs)a(r, g). (J"ó(g).)p(")-
seS

: (ToH f)(r)

6.4 Matrix operators and group extensions

Consider a group extension .ðl of the discrete group I by a finite group G given by

the exact sequence 
r --+ G-5 ¡r å r --+ 1.

One canpick a section 4 : I -r N withrl(1) : 1 and zr(a(7)) :'1, forall 7 € I'
This in tum deterrrines amap o : f x I + G by

t (o(tt,tz)) : qø)rt(tùn(tttù-1 , (6.14)

andamapj:l+AutGby

t(hù : nh)grt\)-l. (6.15)

The map o in a sense describes how 4 fails to be a homomorphism. The maps o

and j satisfy the following relations

o(l t, T) q(l ('tz,''ts) : (j r, s1z, %)) s(l t, lz"l s)

)trjnl: o(?r, lz)(j',rr,g)sþlt,lz)-1' 
' (6'16)

As such, these maps associated with the g¡oup extension can be used to con-

struct a Busby-Smith twisting pair for I and the group algebraCG. The following
proposition is a specialization to discrete I and finite G of Example 6 of [8].

Proposition 6.4.1. Consider a group extension G -+ N + I of a discrete group

I by afinite group G. Picking a section4 : I -r N, Ieto : I x I -> G and
j : f + Aut G be the associated maps as defined in (6.14) and (6.J,5)- Define

J: |+Aut(CG) anda:f xl +U(CG)by

JrDnr"asg: Deec oi;rs7, (6'17)

a(lt,1yz) : s(ft,'lz). (6.18)

tr
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Then (J, a) is a twisting pair for I and the group algebra CG, and the associated

twisted. group algebra LL(CG,l; J,a) is isomorphic to L\(N).

If p : G + GL"(C) is an irreducible representation of G, p extends to an onto

algebra homomorphism p : CG + M"(C). Given a twisting pair (J, o) associated

with the group extension by G, one can then construct a twisting pat (J',o') for
I and M" (C) provided that J., preserves kcr p for each 7.

Lemma 6.4.2. Consiàer a group extension G + N -+ I as above, with a section

q : I -+ N an"d associated automorphisms ), for 7 e I as described above. Take

(J, a) to be the twisting pair for I and CG as described in Proposition 6.4.l. Let
p : @ + M"(C) be the extension to @ of an n-dimensional irreducible unitary
representation of G, and let u : M"(C) -+ W be a right inverse of p. Then

(J' ,a') defined by

J\m: p(Jru(m)) (6.1e)

a'(.yr,.y2) : p(a(lt,lz)) (6.20)

is a twistíng pair for T anã M"(C) whenever

J.rle eker p YIe eker p,7 € l.

Proof. The proof follows from a straightforwa¡d substitution of Jt and at into the

requirements described in the definition 6.2.1 for a twisting pait tr

The kernel of p in CG is an ideal (AG)€ for some idempotent € € CG. A
suffrcient condition for J, preserving the kernel of p then is that J1( : (. One

case where this always occurs is when G is the discrete Clifford group €2¡ and p

is its irreducibte 2k dimensional representation.

This is used in the next section to construct a simple example of a M2(C)
Harper operator over the two dimensional integer \attice 22.

6.4.1 An example of a vector Harper operator over Z2

The discrete Clifford group €r, is the finite group generated by elements s 1 er) . . . ) en

and satisfying the relations

^2-tò -r
lt,"¿f:1 Vi:L,...,fr

"?:t Yi:!,...)n
le¿,e¡l: s Vi,i:1,-.., n, i+ i.

The element s is in the centre of the group and acts like a sign element, with the e¿

and e¡ anticommuting. The complex Clifford algebra C¿"(C) is formed from the

complex group algebra C€,r, identifying s with -7; Cl"(C) : C€, /(s + 1). e"
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has22n*L elements, eachof theform sieret...efr, where 11l'1 < "'<
andj-0or1.

Examining the conjugacy classes of €r, reveals that €r, has 2n l-dimensional

representations taking s to 1 and ei to +.I; for n equal to 2k or 2k + 7 there a¡e

also one or two 2È-dimensional representations respectively, both of which take s

to -1.
Letting n :21c, one can extend the unique 2e-dimensional representation to a

representation p : Ce,2¡ + M2n(C) of the group algebra, with kernel generated by

the idempotent € - Z-i1t + s)- pinfactprovides an isomorphism of CL2k(C)

and M2n(C). Any automorphism of a group must permute the centre of the group

and preserve the order of elements. As Z(e2¡r) : {1, s}, any automorphism of €2¡

must take s to s and 1 to 1. Given any twisting pan (J,a) associated with a group

extension by Cur, it follows then that Jt€ : €.
What are the extensions of Z2 by Cl2¡2 Brown and Porter in [7] describe

a construction for extensions I + H + ¡f 5 I -+ 1 of f with presentation

f : (9; 1,), in terms of elements h, e H for each relation r € 9" and automor-
rphisms ø, € Aut ff for each generator g € I. These å," and øo must satisfy some

conditions based on the relations 1' and the module of identities among relations

for the presentation (9; ß) (see for example t6l.) By a result of Lyndon (1241),

when there is only one relator r e ?. which is not a proper power in the free group

f'(9), the module of identities is trivial. In this case, the conditions on h, and un

simplify to

,: sl, ...sin e r'(9) - ,ii ,i!,: h, elrrnH, (6.2I)

where r is the sole relation and h, is the inner automorphism by conjugation by

h, e H. The corresponding group N is the quotient ff x pß) l(h;\ ,r) where

F(9) acts on .Il by u ' h : a-h, with

u 
sir...sio 

n : 41''' r'nih

for sf' . . . sl € F(9). The product on I/ x p(9) l(h;\ ,r) then is

l@t, Íùll(gz,lz)): l(pt, Íì(pz,lz)): l(pr(r¡,pù, f:jùl'
As Z2 has the standard presentation (r,all*,y] = 1), an extension L -r

H -+ .l/ -+ V.2 + 1 is specified by two elements a, anrd un of Aut fl such

that [a.rr, uo] e InnH.
Consider the case when f/ - Q2 : Qs, the group of quaternions generated by

i and j. Q6 has elements {1,i,j,k,s,si,sj,sk} where s colresponds to -1 and

k : ij. The inner automorphism group of Qs is isomorphic to Z2 x Zz, while the

outer automorphisms are isomorphic to the permutation grouP on 3 elements 
^93,

generated by automorphisms

r : (i, j, k) r+ fi, k, i),

s : (i,j,k) r+ (sk,sj,si),
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with 13 : s2 : I. The map rc : Aut Qa + Se by the action of Aut 8e on

the set {{i,si}, fi,sj}, {k,sk}} has kernel InnQs. The requirement then that

lur,us] € Inn Qs is the same as requiring thæ [ør, t.,r] e ker rc. For the purpose

of constructing the example, let u, : Í, Qa : Ê, and thus [a;", ,y] : tÊ.-tÊ-l :
î: î,.

Recall that the twisting pair associated with an extension can be defined in

terms of a section q : I -+ N. For simplicity, pick 4 by

,¡@"ab): [(1, r"a\] € N: (8a x Fùl(h,L,lr,al),

writing F2 for the free group on the generators ø and gr. For the construction of the

weight function o we will need an expression for a(r"yb,ø+1) and o(royb,ALr),
where n(1, g) : qh)nØ)n\ù-'. For g - y+r the expression is simple,

(L, r" yb) (r,g+1 ) ( 1, *a rblr¡-L : (L, î" ab) (1, g*t ) (1, r-(b+t) r-a) : ( 1, 1),

giving a(l,A): 1. When I : r however,

(r, r" yb) (r, x) (1, r"+1 y') - t : (L, r" yb rg-b r- a-L 
¡.

one can pick þ;|, "fo,¿) 
in the normal closure of (ä"-1, [ø, g]) such that f o,6xaybx :

*o*tab, giving

l(r,n"ybry-ur-ø-t¡1: [@",[, f o,u)(r,roybxg-br-o-t)] : [Þ;], t¡1.

Finding o(royb,u) then relies on calculating po,6.

Let fo,6: rafo,bt-¿, where fo,b: lr,abl.Then fo,6raAbx : ,a+|yb. An
inductive argument shows that

b

lr,yul:
n
i=I

ai-Llr,o1r-u-t) if ó > 0,

if b < 0
i,=L

-b
[s-nl",vl-'ai

Again by induction, and using the fact thatu¡r,n1hr' : îr(n;t) : h;1, we get

the identity

k

fl(t, rù(h,r,Í*,sl)'u(l, å)-t :

b

il
i=L

-bil(
i,=I

( (fI,,, n")") -', 
fr,^,, 

v)" r n')

Thus

if ä > 0,

(6.22)

b

(ur"o;-rhr) : u)uo fl(un;-rhr)

b
Pa,b:

u r" o-ih)-r : (t ta f (u o-;hr)-t if ó < 0
(6.23)
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Recall that un was chosen to be Ê, and thus has order two. With h, : i,

(aor;hr)(ørz;+thr): jkjk-1 : 1.

Substituting into (6.23) and noting that ur: t has order 3 gives,

(mod 3),

(mod 3),

(mod 3).

60

(6.24)

(6.2s)

(6.26)

o(rogb,r)-r : pa,b : 1 if b is even,

r'û) if b is odd,

1 if b is even,

j ifbisoddand¿:0
k ifbisoddandø:L
i ifbisoddanda:2

The irreducible representation p can be chosen such that

ottl :(å 0

-¿
p(i) :

) (
0

-1 (:å)å), p(k) :

Picking ó , I -+ M"(C) to be the constant map to the identity matrix 12, the

factor t\ó(ò will be the identity matrix in the defining expression (6.11) for o.

Therefo¡e o(1,ù : p(a('y,,g)) and we have the following example of a matrix

Harperoperator onfunctions f ,22 -+ M2(C),

H"J(a,b):

f (a,bt 1) +/(o,ó- 1)

+ r@ - 1,ö) + r@ + 1,ó)

f (a,b-r 1) +/(ø,b- 1)

- Í(a-L,b)Ms-1+ f þ+L,b)Ma

(6.n)

where

whenø=0 (mod3),

Ma when¿=1 (mod3),

when¿=2 (mod3).

for b even,

for b odd,

(-', å)
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